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Last Thursday, four stars shone at John Carroll, when alumnus 
General Carter Ham came to JCU to speak on a number of top-
ics. Ham is a four-star general in the United States Army, and 
he is currently serving as the commander of the United States 
Africa Command. 
U.S. Africa Command, based out of Stuttgart, Germany, 
was established as a fully functional command in October of 
2008. The command works with 53 African nations to conduct 
“sustained security engagement through military-to-military 
programs, military-sponsored activities, and other military 
operations as directed to promote a stable and secure African 
environment in support of U.S. foreign policy,” according to 
its website. 
In his position as commander, Ham has been in charge of the 
recent mission in Libya and oversees all other military operations 
in Africa. Ham said, “It’s obviously a huge and diverse continent 
[with] lots of different engagements. Our primary purpose is to 
help strengthen African militaries so that they become increas-
ingly capable.”
Although the United States military has played a major role 
in the Libyan conflict, Ham explained that “our focus is much 
more on preventing conflict than it is being engaged in military 
operations.”
Before he was named commander in Africa, Ham was sta-
tioned in numerous states and countries such as Italy, Saudi 
Arabia, Qatar, Macedonia and Iraq. He also worked to review the 
impacts of repealing the military’s “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy 
and investigated the 2009 shooting at Fort Hood in Texas. 
“I think when tough things come up ... the folks who know 
him put him in there to go ahead [and] bring him to some 
positive conclusion,” retired Lt. Gen. John Sattler told National 
Public Radio in March. Sattler served with Ham in Iraq and at 
the Pentagon. 
A “foundational experience”
Ham has been enlisted in the Army since he was commis-
sioned as a second lieutenant in 1976. However, it was at John 
Carroll that he recognized his true calling as an officer. He said 
he is a proud alumnus, as JCU was a “foundational experience” 
for him. 
“It was here that I found the three things that are most im-
portant in my life,” Ham said. “I found my wife here; she was 
the head resident of Murphy hall. I found my faith here; I was 
not raised Catholic, but found that the Catholic faith was right 
for me. I found, while I knew I liked being a solider, it was re-
ally at John Carroll that I learned that serving as an officer was 
my calling.”
Ham’s experience at JCU was largely influenced by the 
faculty and staff who are engaged with every student. “You’re 
not a number here; you’re not just another student. And I think 
that endures over the many changes that the University goes 
through.”
He was very happy to return to JCU, and always enjoys seeing 
how it has grown. “It is a place that has largely shaped who I am 
today, and so I have appreciated the opportunity to come back 
Brian Bayer
Dan Cooney
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Saturday, April 30, 2011 was a very busy 
day for John Carroll University. Three major 
events big enough to have a day dedicated just 
to each, were scheduled for this day. These 
three events were Murphy Formal, Relay for 
Life and Cultivating Community Day. Murphy 
Formal was eventually cancelled but Relay for 
Life and Cultivating Community Day went 
on as planned. 
The first event, Murphy Formal, the an-
nual dance for Murphy Hall residents, was 
originally scheduled to take place on April 2 in 
the Green Road Annex. Due to a lack of ticket 
sales the dance was rescheduled to April 30 in 
the hope that more students would buy tickets. 
The Murphy Hall resident assistants did not 
want to cancel the dance right away since the 
students that had bought tickets were excited 
and looking forward to the formal. The resi-
dent assistants were aware of Relay for Life 
Inside this issue
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over the years and see how it changes and evolves.”
Despite the many changes that the University has gone through, 
Ham feels that it is still the foundational place where he discovered 
his three important things in life.
“At its core, John Carroll remains committed to the individual 
self development of each and every one of its students, and I think 
that’s what makes John Carroll special and different than many 
other places.”
‘Don’t ask, don’t tell’
Ham has also been an active advo-
cate for the elimination of the Army’s 
“don’t ask, don’t tell” policy, which 
was repealed in December 2010. 
In partnership with the Department 
of Defense’s general counsel, Ham 
served as the military’s co-chair. 
According to Ham, this required full-
time duty for about 10 months. 
“[It was] about a 10-month effort 
to review the impacts of what repeal 
of DADT might mean for the military 
and then to make recommendations 
to the secretary of defense on the way 
forward,” said Ham.
According to Ham, this was a 
practical move for the armed forces 
more than anything. “I think what 
we found in large part is that most 
service members recognize that they 
are already serving alongside gay 
and lesbian service members. And in 
most cases, serving in a unit that has 
a gay or lesbian service member has 
no real significant effect on the ability 
of that organization to accomplish its 
mission.”
For Ham, the most 
diff icul t  par t  of 
changing this policy 
was compromising 
with the 
Please see, 
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Got Greek? 
At John Carroll, the answer to this question 
just got bigger and better.
The three current fraternities at John Car-
roll, Beta Theta Pi, Delta Tau Delta and Sigma 
Phi Epsilon, will welcome a new fraternity 
brother during the fall 2011 semester: Lambda 
Chi Alpha.
Lambda Chi Alpha is “one of the largest 
men’s general fraternities in North America 
with more than 270,000 initiated members” 
and nearly 200 active chapters at colleges and 
universities, according to its website.
“The fraternities on campus already draw 
certain types of people,” said JCU sophomore 
and Beta Theta Pi member Spencer German, 
who served on the expansion committee. 
“This fraternity will add a new sect and new 
people to the JCU Greek life family.”
They will include those who embrace 
Year-end Special
The Student Voice of John Carroll University Since 1925
These incidents are taken from the files of Campus Safety Services, located in the lower level of the Lombardo Student Center. 
For more information contact x1615. 
Campus Safety Log
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May 1, 2011
At 3:03 a.m., two white males were reported running 
away from an abandoned golf cart on Conover Road.
April 30, 2011
Graffiti was discovered in the Murphy Hall third 
floor east stairwell at 3:54 p.m. 
April 30, 2011
At 11:53 p.m., the fire alarm went off as a result of fire crackers on 
the second floor of Murphy Hall. 
May 1, 2011
The fire alarm went off on the second floor of Pacelli Hall 
at 5:38 a.m. 
In theatres near you: Kulas gets repairsCampus 
Briefs
JCU announces new 
‘Chair in Catholic 
Systematic Theology’
JCU recently announced that Edward 
P. Hahnenberg will be the inaugural 
holder of the Jack and Mary Jane Breen 
Chair in Systematic Theology. Hahnen-
berg currently teaches theology and 
contemporary Catholicism at Xavier 
University in Cincinnati. He is married 
with three children and will join the 
John Carroll religious studies faculty 
in the fall.
Hahnenberg earned both his B.A. 
and Ph.D. in theology from the Uni-
versity of Notre Dame. He has written 
three books, “Ministries: A Relational 
Approach,” “A Concise Guide to the 
Documents of Vatican II” and “Awaken-
ing Vocation: A Theology of Christian 
Call,” along with many articles in 
academic journals. He has also served 
on the U.S. Bishops’ Subcommittee on 
Lay Ministry. 
Volunteers needed 
for Living Person 7
The Cleveland Marathon will take 
place on May 15. The Rev. H. Paul Kim 
has been coordinating the Living Per-
son 7 event. In order to commemorate 
John Car-roll’s 125th Anniversary the 
goal of Living Person 7 is to have 125 
runners be involved in the Cleveland 
Marathon and raise $12,500 for the 
Fatima Family Center in Cleveland. The 
money will also go towards children in 
Madagascar, Africa. 
The JCU Living Person committee 
is looking for volunteers for the Cleve-
land Marathon. The committee will be 
hosting a water and cheering station. 
Volunteers will be responsible for giving 
water to the runners and cheering on all 
the participants in the marathon. 
The goal is to have 125 volunteers. 
Volunteers will get a T-shirt. If interested 
in signing up, go to go.jcu.edu/lp7. 
This year’s long and harsh winter has not 
only been a damper for the people in this 
community, it has also created some problems 
for the facilities at JCU. Kulas Auditorium 
showed signs of ceiling leakage from the 
melted snow and the heavy rain that hit 
Cleveland in the past few months. 
Initially the idea to build a new roof in 
the auditorium was identified this past sum-
mer and the building for it began in the fall. 
According to Carol Dietz, the University’s 
associate vice president of facilities, the 
project was too extensive to finish in one 
semester and will be completed by the end 
of the summer. 
Originally a gymnasium, Kulas Audito-
rium was established in 1965 and has been 
the main center for theatre arts on campus. 
Since its beginning, it hasn’t undergone any 
renovations unlike many other JCU facilities 
like the RecPlex, which has been updated 
three times since it was built, said theatre 
professor Keith Nagy. 
“Kulas is not really designed to be a the-
atre and, structurally, there’s a lot of things 
that need to be repaired,” said sophomore 
Brendan Hancock, who has acted in previous 
JCU shows. 
The recent performance of “Medea” 
even had to be moved to the Marinello Little 
Theatre because of the poor condition of the 
auditorium. According to junior Tim Mauk, 
a work study student who works with Nagy, 
this was a big inconvenience for the show’s 
crew. “It affected the crew making it [the set], 
because we had a smaller area to work with, 
and we had to adapt the aisle way.”
Staff and students that work with theatre in 
the Tim Russert Department of Communica-
tion and Theatre Arts and perform on stage 
have noticed over the past couple years the 
deteriorating ceiling, outdated carpet and 
seats, run-down stage, and tattered curtains. 
“I think the drapes are as old as 1965,” 
said Nagy.
Mauk has been responsible for cleaning 
up a lot of the damage that has resulted from 
the poor building condition. “Every time I 
come in, I’m usually sweeping up pieces of 
ceiling. The upper balcony has been closed 
off to students since the beginning of this 
year, which says a lot about the safety [of the 
building].”
There were plans in 2007 and 2008 to 
transform the auditorium into a state-of-the-
art, multi-use venue but the project required 
an outstanding $15 million to complete so the 
idea was dismissed, said Nagy.  
Hancock said, “I think an update to the 
theatre would give the theatre department a 
better image. If you have something that looks 
professional, you’re going to have a better 
image of the theatre here. And if you have a 
visually pleasing theater, people would think 
that the shows are better as well.” 
With a better facility, Kulas could attract 
outsiders as well as students who want to come 
and audition for shows, which would make 
John Carroll’s theatre program much stronger 
down the road, Hancock also noted. 
For now, the roof is the main concern with 
the auditorium and “once the exterior roof is 
complete, we will repair and paint the ceil-
ing,” said Dietz. 
Kulas was once a flourishing center for 
theatre and arts, not only for John Carroll 
productions but also for other shows and 
acts throughout other regions of Cleveland, 
Nagy said. 
“Jesuit schools make theatre more a extra-
curricular than a discipline,” said Nagy. “Ever 
wonder why students don’t come to Kulas? 
This is why.”
Junior Taylor Nagy, who has been in 
three shows in Kulas Auditorium, said, “The 
condition of Kulas seems to be unattractive 
to audiences and may be a factor in the low 
attendance at shows and speakers.”
“I definitely think that a remodeling of 
the auditorium would improve the number 
of people that attend the events at JCU, and 
there’s a lot more things that go on other than 
theatre in Kulas that students can participate 
in,” said junior Dan Simpson, who has acted 
in previous JCU shows.
Leaking roof and falling ceiling to be fixed this summer
From xavier.edu
Hahnenberg
Lauren Lapoint
Trevor Burke
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Christian values, according to German. The 
fact that they adhered to Christian values 
appealed to junior Nick Tribuzzo, who also 
served on the committee. 
“It’s something that they really brought to 
the forefront,” he said. 
According to Tribuzzo, the committee 
started with a large number of fraternities 
vying to have a chapter on campus. The 
group then narrowed the fraternities down 
to three that were invited to campus to give 
presentations. 
“They [the committee] were just looking 
for that fraternity to fit the cause [to expand 
Greek life],” Tribuzzo said. 
Lambda Chi Alpha was founded in 1909 
by Boston University student Warren Cole. 
According to the fraternity’s national web-
site, Cole founded Lambda Chi Alpha “with 
the expressed objective purpose of bringing 
about the association of college students 
of good moral character in the various col-
legiate institutions within the United States 
and Canada.”
Cole also wanted the organization to foster 
Christian life filled with academic excellence 
and true friendship in its members, among 
other things. 
Additionally, Lambda Chi Alpha offers 
“a co-curricular experience to complement 
higher education by providing young men 
with opportunities for academic achievement, 
leadership development and lifelong friends,” 
according to the website.
From FRATERNITY, p. 1 According to German, this new fraternity 
will not only help Greek life to grow on the 
JCU campus, but will also be “a great op-
portunity for students to get involved and do 
something meaningful.”
According to the website, Lambda Chi 
Alpha is not only unique in its commitment 
to Christian ideals, but also in its avenues to 
membership. It was “the first fraternity to 
eliminate pledging in the early 1970s, and it 
remains a leader in the fight against hazing, 
alcohol abuse, drugs and other challenges 
facing today’s college student.”
Lambda Chi Alpha chapters already exist 
at universities such as Auburn University, 
Arizona State University and the University 
of Southern California. The fraternity has 12 
active chapters in the state at Ohio Univer-
sity, Baldwin-Wallace College, University 
of Akron, University of Cincinnati, Denison 
University, Ohio State University, Marietta 
College, Wittenberg College, Miami Univer-
sity, Bowling Green State University, Kent 
State University and Wilmington College.
Its notable alumni include Bill Rasmussen, 
the founder of ESPN, country musician Kenny 
Chesney, U.S. Rep. Ron Paul and William 
Dillard, the founder of Dillard’s department 
stores. 
Recruitment for the John Carroll chapter 
of Lambda Chi Alpha will begin the week of 
Sept. 19. Prior to this, advertisements will 
be placed around campus to attract potential 
founding fathers for the fraternity.
Interested students can check out the fra-
ternity’s website at lambdachi.org.
people who believed that homosexuality is 
immoral. They had the task of balancing 
the religious beliefs of these people with the 
practicality of allowing gays and lesbians to 
serve in the army.
“We already accommodate a very wide 
variety of faiths and beliefs and practices, not 
all of which everyone agrees with. But what 
we do agree on is the centrality of accom-
plishing the mission, which is to protect and 
defend the nation. And we’re able to do that 
even while serving alongside people whose 
beliefs and practices may be different than 
our own,” said Ham.
Ultimately, Ham feels that this is a positive 
policy change for the United States’ armed 
forces, and will prove to be a much more 
realistic way to allow people of all sexualities 
to serve their country.
Freedom is not free
In his 35 years of service, he clearly recalls 
his worst memory. “[In] December of 2004, 
when I was in Mosul, Iraq, we had a horrific 
suicide bombing that killed 22. That will al-
ways stand out as the single most dreadful day 
in experience that I have had in uniform.”
But the most rewarding part of his service 
career has been watching young soldiers de-
velop into mature officers. “Now [I] have the 
opportunity to see younger officers, younger 
sergeants that [I] serve with, grow and mature 
into positions of increasing responsibility and 
authority.”
Campus
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 Campus Calendar : May 5 - May 11
5 Thursday
Last day of classes
8 Sunday
24-hour quiet 
hours continue
6
Late Night 
Breakfast in Schott 
Dining Hall from 
11 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
Friday 7 Saturday Monday9 Wednesday1110 Tuesday
Therapy dogs in 
Grasselli Library 
from 7 - 9 p.m. 
Inflatables and 
a rock climbing 
wall on the Quad 
from 5 - 8 p.m. 
Coffee Shop with 
Peter Niro in the 
LSC Atrium from 
6 - 8 p.m. 
Hot dog delivery in 
residence halls at 
9 p.m. 
The Jesuit University
 in Cleveland 
On April 28, the construction project began for the renovation of the track and 
the laying of new turf for Wasmer Field at Don Shula Stadium. Last Thursday 
marked the beginning of the construction with fences erected and construction 
vehicles on sight. For current students and athletes, it may be hard to imagine 
the end of spring and summer being barred from the track and field. However, 
construction on that side of South Belvoir Boulevard may bring back memories 
for some John Carroll faculty and administrators.
It was just in 2002 when the renovations to the Don Shula Stadium at Wasmer 
Field began. The project was completed the following year, mirroring the plan 
for the current construction. The project brought the stadium to fruition. 
– Compiled by John Jackson 
In celebration of John Carroll University’s 125 years of existence, The Carroll 
News will highlight John Carroll firsts. The achievements outline the history of 
the University. They are our roots and are now pillars in our culture.
#Winning  – JCU achievements 
Beaudry Award: 
Andrew Vogel 
The Beaudry Award is given to a 
graduating senior who is voted by his or 
her senior class as most deserving of the 
honor. The award recognizes outstanding 
leadership, commitment to Christian val-
ues, academic achievement and service to 
the University and/or greater community. 
Vogel is a cell and molecular biology 
major with a Spanish minor. In the Beta 
Theta Pi fraternity, Andrew has served as 
scholarship chairman. He has also been 
president for Alpha Sigma Nu and Alpha 
Omega, the Roman Catholic Devotions 
group. He has served as a eucharistic 
minister at Mass. Vogel was a student co-
ordinator for the 2010 Ecuador immersion 
experience and has served as a CLC and 
First Year Retreat leader. He has also par-
ticipated in the March for Life, Manresa 13 
and the 8-day Silent retreat. As a member 
of the honors program, he has been on the 
Dean’s list and was awarded the Kolenich 
Pre-Medical Scholarship.
Millor Orator: 
Ariel Johnson
The Millor Orator is an honor bestowed to 
one member of the graduating class to serve 
as the only student speaker at commencement. 
A panel of staff, faculty, administrators and 
students chooses the best student based on 
“speech content, knowledge, and identifica-
tion of the Jesuit mission, as well as poise 
and presentation,” according to this year’s 
application. 
Johnson is an English major and philoso-
phy minor from Chicago. She serves as senior 
resident assistant of Hamlin Hall and a tour 
guide for the Office of Admissions. She is a 
member of Kappa Delta sorority, Alpha Sigma 
Nu and the Honors Program. 
After graduation, Johnson will attend 
Loyola University Chicago School of Law 
and hopes to work on health care or public 
policy for a government agency. 
“I’m nervous,” she said about speaking. 
Her address will cover how the talents of 
this year’s class can change the world through 
the Jesuit mission. 
Fulbright Award: 
Roberto (JR)
Santosdiaz, Jr.
Sen. William Fulbright established the 
program that bears his name in 1946. Since 
its inception, the program has had over 
294,000 participants from the United States 
and other countries. The Fulbright Program 
is currently active in 155 countries. 
According to its website, the Fulbright 
Program “is the flagship international edu-
cational exchange program sponsored by the 
U.S. government.” Students are “chosen 
for their academic merit and leadership 
potential.” 
Santosdiaz, who is originally from Carol 
Stream, Ill., is double majoring in economics 
and East Asian Studies. He participated in the 
“We the People” service learning program 
during his four years at JCU. 
“I really liked the small classes and being 
engaged in the classroom,” Santosdiaz said 
about his experiences at JCU. 
He will leave July 1 for South Korea 
to teach English for one year as part of the 
fellowship. 
and Cultivating Community Day also being 
scheduled for April 30, but believed that if the 
students were interested in Murphy Formal, 
they would go anyway. The original April 2 
date also had other events going on campus 
as well, including the Class of 2015 Cel-
ebration. After returning from Easter Break, 
only 20 tickets had been sold to the formal, 
in comparison to the approximately 200 
students who attended last year. Ultimately 
the decision was made to cancel the dance. 
Sophomore Murphy Hall Resident Assistant 
Laura Kisthardt, stated via e-mail that, “Even 
though there was a small group of people who 
were very excited about the dance, it wouldn’t 
have been a successful event without a large 
number of people.”
The second event, Relay for Life, took 
place on Hamlin Quad and began at 1 p.m. 
on Saturday, April 30 and ended at 7 a.m. on 
Sunday, May 1.  This year marked the fifth an-
nual Relay for Life hosted at John Carroll.  
Since Cultivating Community Day was be-
ing held the same day, some teams expressed 
that they would be late for Relay for Life. The 
dates for Relay for Life events are placed on 
the calendar three years in advance so it would 
have been impossible to change the date. Al-
though there was this conflict, the JCU Relay 
for Life raised more than double the money 
they raised last year. John Carroll’s 2011 Re-
lay for Life raised a little over $36,100. 
Senior Anna Genova was this year’s 
recruitment manager and stated, “The com-
mittee was very pleased with how the event 
turned out and how much money was raised.” 
There were more participants this year as 
well as more faculty and volunteer involve-
ment than previous years. There were even 
five teams outside of John Carroll students at 
the event that were made up of high school 
students, alumni and elementary school 
students.
The third event that took place was Culti-
vating Community Day. Presently, Cultivating 
Community Day has grown to include alumni, 
faculty, staff, administrators and students. 
To celebrate their 125th anniversary, JCU 
partnered with St. Ignatius High School for 
this year’s event. St. Ignatius and JCU are 
sharing the same milestone this year. 
There were 500 participants this year for 
the event: about 200 JCU students, 200 St. 
Ignatius students and 100 members of the 
neighborhood. After a prayer service, break-
fast and bussing from JCU, the participants 
split up to complete 18 different service proj-
ects. Some of these projects included working 
outside St. Thomas Aquinas School, cleaning 
up the Labre area, working on the East 95th 
Street community garden, and a few projects 
around St. Ignatius. 
Although participation from John Carroll 
was about the same as previous years, like 
Relay for Life, Cultivating Community Day 
was definitely affected by the conflict of nu-
merous events in one day. 
Ted Steiner, the coordinator of immersions 
and special programs, was the coordinator of 
Cultivating Community Day. Steiner said, 
“We would like to avoid that [putting Relay 
for Life on the same day] in the future; we 
want people to be able to participate in both 
events.” 
From SCHEDULE, p. 1
Photo by Dan Cooney
Don Shula Stadium at Wasmer Field in January 
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Hemsworth soars in ‘Thor’
Joe Marino
Film Critic
Branagh brings Shakespeare to superheroes in instant classic
   FILM REVIEW 
“Thor”
ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR
5.6
The Death Set
Grog Shop
8 p.m.
$10
5.10
Blue October
House of Blues
7 p.m.
$30
5.7
Glass Harp
Beachland Ballroom
7 p.m.
$35
5.11
Indians v. Rays
Progressive Field
7:05 p.m.
$8+
––compiled by Dale Armbruster
Considering how inherently 
cheesy Marvel Comics’ Thor is, 
he seemed to be the ultimate ‘un-
filmable’ comic book character. 
Yet despite that fact, Kenneth 
Branagh’s “Thor” brings this char-
acter to life as one of the best super-
hero films I’ve seen.
“Thor” first takes place on As-
gard, the Norse version of Olym-
pus. 
Here lives the powerful alien race 
known as the Asgardians, which 
includes the one-eyed king Odin 
(Anthony Hopkins) and his two sons 
Thor (Chris Hemsworth) and Loki 
(Tom Hiddleston). 
The muscular Thor is the defini-
tion of a fierce warrior, armed with 
Mjolnir – a hammer which harnesses 
all the power of the universe. 
Loki, on the other hand, relies 
more on deception and mischief to 
win his wars. 
Thor disobeys a direct order that 
leads to another full-out war with 
another alien race. 
Odin strips his son of his powers 
and sends him (along with Mjolnir) 
in exile to another realm: Earth. 
A powerless Thor crashes in New 
Mexico and is found by a group of 
scientists led by Jane Foster (Natalie 
Portman). 
Jane is determined to learn who 
this strange man is, while – not far 
from their location – the government 
agency S.H.I.E.L.D has discovered 
a massive crater where Mjolnir 
landed. 
It cannot be moved until it is 
picked up by someone worthy 
of its power. Meanwhile, taking 
advantage of Thor’s exile, Loki 
makes his move on Asgard in order 
to take over the throne and destroy 
his brother. 
Alongside “Iron Man,” “Thor” 
is the closest Marvel has ever come 
to approaching the quality of DC 
Comics’ Batman.
This claim to fame is the credit 
of a flawless director, versatile act-
ing, stunning visuals, great battle 
scenes, and a character-capturing 
screenplay.
Kenneth Branagh is by far the 
best director to tackle a Marvel 
superhero film and he takes on the 
challenge with his signature under-
standing of the grand scale of epics 
and outstanding characterization. 
Having directed several iconic 
Shakespeare adaptations (“Ham-
let”), Branagh’s decision to break 
into the superhero genre with “Thor” 
makes sense as certain facets of 
Thor fit with Shakespearean char-
acters and plotting. Branagh brings 
his Shakespearian background with 
him and it assuredly shows. 
Branagh’s biggest success is his 
casting. It’s risky to hire unknowns 
as the stars, but Branagh obviously 
knew what to look for and he chose 
well. 
By the film’s end, you’ll know 
Chris Hemsworth and Tom Hid-
dleston.
Hemsworth is an example of 
picture-perfect casting. There is 
literally no one else who could em-
body Thor’s golden locks, crimson 
cape, warlike arrogance and cocky 
smirk without looking like a man 
badly playing dress-up. 
Hemsworth radiates authenticity 
and that helps with the role’s unbe-
lievable challenges.
The same can be said for Hid-
dleston, who brings a real human 
dimension to a potentially one-
dimensional character. 
He’s easily comparable to the 
great Marvel villains like Alfred 
Molina’s Doctor Octopus from 
“Spider-Man 2.” 
Outside the latest Batman 
movies, “Thor” is perhaps 
the only other superhero 
film that is breathtakingly 
flawless in its epic gran-
deur. 
“Thor” does for Mar-
vel what “Batman Be-
gins” did for DC Com-
ics; it raises the bar 
for what superhero 
films should be 
expected to ac-
complish. 
Fans  wi l l 
u n d o u b t -
ed ly  ge t 
more than 
they ever 
c o u l d 
have  de-
sired or ex-
pected, while 
people unaware 
of Thor will find 
themselves wholly 
entertained. 
Suffice it 
to say that 
T h o r  i s  a 
superhero that 
audiences will be 
happy to see again 
in a year.
Photo from ropeofsilicon.com
With summer right around the 
corner, summer fashion trends are 
beginning to surface and they are 
predicted to be better than ever.
 The ‘60s and ‘70s are back in 
a big way. Bright colors, white 
ensembles, maxi skirts and long 
dresses are the must-haves this 
season. Also, don’t forget denim 
jeans; cropped, flared wide 
leg, and bell-bottom styles 
are what are hot for the 
summer season.
 For the day time we 
are likely to see wide-leg 
jeans with a tucked-in 
white button down shirt 
and wedge sandals, or for 
more of a relaxed look try 
bell-bottom style jeans 
with a T-shirt and sandals. 
For the evening, pair a 
tank top and blazer with 
flared jeans.
 The other denim 
trend this summer is the 
‘60s crop. The pant leg 
ends at least two inches 
above the ankle, and 
looks great with bal-
let flats or a wedge 
sandal.
 All these differ-
ent types of jeans 
are popular in the brands Rock and 
Republic and 7 For All Mankind. 
However, if you are on a budget 
you can find these looks at Express, 
Nordstrom’s and Forever 21.
 One of the best summer trends 
are accessories such as belts, sun-
glasses, handbags and jewelry. 
Belts can define your curves and 
add to the simple dress. Sunglasses 
are always a must have accessory 
for summer however; try the large 
farmed sunglasses. Funky colors 
like pink and red are 
also very popular 
this season.
 One of the 
best summer tips 
that will make 
you stand 
out is jew-
elry.  Wear-
ing jewelry 
adds an extra 
element to 
your look. 
Metals, flo-
ral, and vin-
tage are the trends this 
season. Hand beaten 
metal pendants with 
stones and twisted 
wire jewelry will 
help you make 
an impact this 
summer. Flo-
rals are always 
in Vogue in 
the summer 
as well as wear-
ing fabric rosettes, 
brooches, clips and 
bracelets. Floral motifs in glass 
and metal will continue to be a 
big hit this year as well. 
John Carroll students weighed in 
on summer fashions. “Whatever the 
trend is my accessories are always 
sunglasses and a nice tan,” said 
Stephanie Czaplenski. “However, 
my must-have accessory this sea-
son is without a doubt the wedge 
sandals.” Junior Kristen Ostanski 
agreed with the maxi dress trend. 
“Floral patterns will be the trend,” 
she said.
 The trend for jewelry shapes 
is going minimal. There will 
be large, bold, streamlined 
designs without too much 
detail. 
Old vintage and an-
tique pieces are also 
a trend this season. 
Pieces such as pearls 
of different colors, 
floral motifs with 
stones, and dull 
gold and polished 
copper will be back 
in the forefront.
 Obviously no outfit is complete 
without a handbag. But whatever 
the trend is one must not forget to 
buy something that compliments 
the outfit they are wearing. This 
season  is all about bright, 
bold colors. Metallic details 
and animal prints are also 
available.
 However, the stan-
dard brown and black 
handbags are not to be 
underestimated, because 
they never go out of style. The de-
signers that are featuring these key 
accessories for the summer are Tory 
Burch, Michael Kors, and Coach. If 
you are on a budget, Bakers Shoes, 
Aldo Accessories, and Blings & 
Things also carry these trends.
Blast from the fashion past
Which retro styles are in and where to find them
Erica Miller
The Carroll News
Celebrity Tweet of the Week
This section is dedicated to honor those Twitter-
happy celebrities who take the time out of their busy 
day to drop us a line or two of wisdom and humor. If 
there is a celeb tweet you find worthy, 
e-mail it to darmbruster14@jcu.edu!
Rob Lowe summed up the feelings of 
many Americans in the aftermath of 
President Obama’s announcement Sun-
day night that the U.S. had found and 
killed Osama bin Laden.
“At ground zero now. 
Everyone together. No 
separate religions or 
political parties. Just 
people. Americans 
together; proud.”
Photos from fightsoffabfashionfancy.com, 
nordstrom.com, and polyvore.com
Carroll students among the billions enthralled by William and Kate.
2002: 
The couple meet again at a 
fashion show in which Kate 
is a model.
Christmas 2003: 
Kate and William move in with 
friends in a cottage and begin 
unofficially dating.
2004: 
The relationship is made public 
after pictures of the two 
skiing surface.
2005: 
Kate is not invited to the 
wedding of Prince Charles and 
Camilla Parker Bowles. 2006: 
The pair vacation together twice 
in the span of four months. 
Apr 2007: 
The pair are confirmed to 
have split up. June 2007: 
The couple is reported to be 
dating again.June 2010: 
The couple moves in 
together in north Wales.
Oct 2010: 
William proposes to Kate while 
on holiday in Kenya.Apr 29, 2011: 
The new couple marry at 
Westminster Abbey 
and become the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge.
2001: 
Kate and William meet while at 
St. Andrew’s University.
May 5, 2011
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A Royal Affair
Dale Armbruster
Arts & Life Editor
“It was also nice to see that Kate did her 
own makeup and hair.” Mulholland added. 
The group added that while they weren’t 
able to stay up for the entire event, they 
made sure to watch the full recap again in 
the morning.
 Freshmen Anna Winberg and her friend 
Erica Ruszczyk, also chose to stay up in the 
Pacelli lounge because of the history of the 
moment. 
“It wouldn’t have been the same to watch 
the wedding on recap,” said Winberg. “It’s 
special because it only happens every few 
decades.”
 After the wedding, William and Cath-
erine chose to return to Buckingham Palace 
and forego a honeymoon for the immediate 
future. 
The duke is expected to return to his duties 
as a search and rescue pilot, while the duchess 
will spend time with her new family and be-
come better acquainted with her new role. The 
couple is expected to privately honeymoon 
somewhere in Scotland.
Despite William not being the direct heir 
to the throne, the wedding drew widespread 
speculation and attention from the media. 
Some believe William should pass over 
Charles and become king. 
“It’s possible that William could be the one 
to be king,” said Flynn. 
Mulholland agreed. “I think William is 
more up to date with issues and easier to 
identify with.” 
William has expressed his disinterest in the 
monarchy as this point in his life and he has 
made it clear his father needed to be king first. 
He seems completely content with his service 
to the armed forces and doesn’t appear to want 
more than that on his mind right now. 
Whatever he chooses, it is clear that the 
story of William and Kate has captured the 
attention of millions worldwide. 
Thirty years ago, Charles, Prince of Wales, 
married Lady Diana Spencer in a ceremony 
at St. Paul’s Cathedral in London. 
The ceremony captured the collective 
eyes and imaginations of billions of people 
worldwide.
For an entire generation of people, it was 
the revitalization of the romantic and mythical 
nature of the monarchy. 
The feelings were fueled by the compas-
sionate nature and charisma of Diana, who 
became the face of the royal family in the 
mind of the public. 
Her high-profile charity work made her 
extraordinarily popular even after her divorce 
from Charles in 1996. Her untimely death in 
1997 made her iconic.
In the years since Diana’s death, the mon-
archy began to take a hit in public opinion, 
mostly due to distaste for Charles, his sec-
ond marriage and the way the royal family 
shunned Diana after her divorce. 
Fortunately for the royal family, another 
marriage has thrown them back into the 
limelight.
Last Saturday, Prince William and Kate 
Middleton were married at Westminster 
Abbey in London, becoming the Duke and 
Duchess of Cambridge. 
Much like the wedding of his parents, 
William’s nuptials were estimated to attract 
the attention of nearly two billion people 
worldwide, including quite a few of John 
Carroll’s own students.
 Freshmen Alexandria Flynn, Catie Kirsch, 
and Katie Mulholland woke up at 4 a.m. to 
watch the wedding live. Why? To be part of 
history, the group said. “I was interested in 
seeing that big part of history,” Mulholland 
said. “I also wanted to see the dress and es-
pecially the royal kiss.” 
Photos from apimages.com
William & Catherine: 
A Timeline
–– Compiled by Dale Armbruster
AP
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President Obama and his Security Council, including VP Joe Biden and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, receive an update 
on the Osama bin Laden mission in the Situation Room of the White House. Bin Laden was killed on May 1.                                                                                  
Samuel Lane
Staff Reporter
He had been a figurehead for nearly two 
decades. To his supporters, he was an idealist 
and idol, one who fought for what he believed 
in. To his opponents, he was a mad man, the 
mass murderer responsible for the deaths of 
thousands. Regardless of his stature, there is 
no doubt that when Osama bin Laden was 
gunned down in his compound by American 
forces, the world stood in shock.
The realization became prevalent upon 
President Barack Obama’s confirmation 
speech Sunday night. Within a matter of min-
utes, the country roared with celebration.
For over 10 years, bin Laden had been the 
most wanted man by U.S. intelligence.  Be-
ginning in the 1990s, a series of attacks were 
carried out against several U.S. targets, often 
either businesses or military establishments. 
In 1998, a video message that displayed bin 
Laden attacking the U.S. was considered to 
be a declaration of war. Attacks proceeded to 
be carried out in East Africa and on the U.S. 
battleship, the U.S.S. Cole. All of these events 
were prevalent to bin Laden’s cause, but none 
of these proved to be his finest hour.  
On the clear morning of Sept. 11, 2001, 
the attacks on the World Trade Center and 
the Pentagon brought bin Laden to the top of 
America’s priority list for terrorism.
The hunt began not long after the attacks, 
when President George W. Bush declared the 
“War on Terror.”  
The U.S. invasion of Afghanistan in 2001 
led to the removal of the Taliban government, 
a staunch backer of bin Laden’s al-Qaida 
network. For a time, the U.S. Army’s efforts 
were successful in minimizing the terrorist 
organization in the Afghan-Pakistani region. 
Al-Qaida began to experience a resurgence 
in the mid-2000s, and as a result, permanent 
success in the region for the U.S. appeared to 
be difficult.
While the United States was fighting to 
maintain order in Afghanistan and keep al-
Qaida at bay, bin Laden managed to success-
fully evade several attempts to be captured.  In 
the early part of the War on Terror, he faced 
many close calls but managed to escape every 
time. Gradually, speculation about his possible 
death became common.
Reports appeared a few times stat-
ing his death, only to be proven false 
each time. Dismayed at the failure 
to capture the top terrorist, Obama 
wanted his demise carried out. 
This was made clear in his speech 
following the operation when the 
president said, “Shortly after taking 
office, I directed Leon Panetta, the director 
of the CIA, to make the killing or capture of 
bin Laden the top priority of our war against 
al-Qaida, even as we continued our broader 
efforts to disrupt, dismantle and defeat his 
network.” 
In time, this proved to be beneficial. 
The final hunt began after U.S. intelligence 
received word that the whereabouts were pos-
sibly known. According to the president, he 
first learned of the bin Laden’s whereabouts 
in the late summer of 2010.  
Regarding this newfound information, the 
president said, “After years of painstaking 
work by our intelligence community, I was 
The operation proved to be tense for the 
administration, which followed the operation 
as it occurred. Things appeared to be hectic at 
first, when a malfunction of one of the Seals’ 
helicopters caused it to crash. 
Despite this event, the highly equipped 
Navy Seals managed to go on undetected. 
Within the hour, the Seals managed to locate 
bin Laden, engage in small firefight, and 
finally fire the shots that eliminated the exis-
tence of the most wanted man. Also killed was 
a woman who was used as a human shield, 
along with three other men, one of whom was 
believed to be bin Laden’s son.
Less than a day later, bin Laden’s body 
was laid to rest at sea. This practice was held 
within the custom of bin Laden’s Muslim 
faith, which includes that the body be bur-
ied within twenty-four hours. In the U.S., 
Americans were informed that the president 
needed to make an urgent statement. The 
announcement was a definitive sigh of relief 
for a country that seemed to have had nothing 
but bad news in recent months.  At 11:30 p.m. 
Obama announced that an operation had been 
conducted successfully resulting in the slaying 
of bin Laden. 
The president continued his statement, 
implying to the American people that the long 
years of waiting to bring justice to the Sept. 
11 attacks had finally ended. The President 
expressed the sorrows that many families 
experienced following that day.  
Finally, he made a plea for the unity that 
existed following the attacks to return to the 
American citizens. 
As the president spoke, celebrations 
sprouted throughout Washington, along with 
other parts of the country. 
Often, the chants in the backgrounds 
were, “USA, USA.” This was prevalent 
on the campus of John Carroll University, 
which is generally reserved in tone on a late 
Sunday night. Several students gathered and 
celebrated anyway they could. 
Freshman Kevin Mawby said, “This is a 
great period in American history and we are 
living it. This is an incredible feat for our mili-
tary efforts and all of the boys fighting for us 
so we can celebrate this victory. USA!”
briefed on a possible lead to bin Laden. It was 
far from certain, and it took many months to 
run this thread to ground. I met repeatedly 
with my national security team as we devel-
oped more information about the possibility 
that we had located bin Laden hiding within 
a compound deep inside of Pakistan. And 
finally, last week, I determined that we had 
enough intelligence to take action, and au-
thorized an operation to get Osama bin Laden 
and bring him to justice.”  
Under the president’s orders, six elite Navy 
Seals were sent in to the compound believed to 
be housing Osama bin Laden, in Abbottabad, 
Pakistan, about 40 miles 
away from the capital, 
Islamabad.
Bin Laden killed in U.S. raid
Images from The New York Times
Osama bin Laden’s heavily protected compound in the wealthy hamlet, Abottabad, 
almost 40 miles from the capital, Islamabad. 
American intelligence for the first 
time uncovers the name of Osama 
bin Laden’s trusted courier but 
cannot locate him.
American intelligence identifies 
areas in Pakistan where the cou-
rier and his brother have operated 
but cannot pinpoint exactly where 
they live.
The road to bin Laden: how U.S. intelligence found him
American intelligence locates the 
brothers’ residence, a compound 
in Abbottabad, Pakistan. The 
compound is so secluded and 
secured that analysts conclude it 
must shelter a high value target.
The C.I.A. begins to work with 
President Barack Obama on as-
sessments that lead them to be-
lieve that bin Laden may be 
located at the compound.
U.S. government authorities de-
termine that there was a sound 
intelligence basis to pursue this 
aggressively and develop courses 
of action.
Obama authorizes the operation 
before flying to Alabama to in-
spect tornado damage.
U.S. forces raid bin Laden’s 
compound around 1 a.m. Pakistan 
time. Bin Laden and three other 
men and one woman are killed 
in a firefight.
Obama announces bin 
Laden’s death to the 
world.
2007
2009 Sept. 1st, 2010 March 14-28, 2011
Obama holds a series of National 
Security Council meetings to 
develop options for capturing or 
killing bin Laden.
May 1, 2011, 4-4:30 p.m. ET
May 1, 2011, 11 p.m. ET
April 29, 2011
Mid-February 2011
Aug. 1, 2010 Information from The New York Times
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Thousands mourn Gadhafi’s slain son
Mourners vowed revenge as Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi’s son Seif al-
Arab was buried in the country’s capital Monday, with two of his brothers in 
attendance, after his death in a NATO airstrike that has raised questions about 
the alliance’s mission in Libya. About 2,000 Gadhafi supporters gathered for 
the funeral, chanting slogans in support of the regime. There was no sign of 
Gadhafi, who has appeared in public infrequently since NATO warplanes took 
over Libya’s skies in mid-March. The chief mourners were Seif al-Arab’s 
higher-profile elder brothers Mohammed and Seif al-Islam. Seif al-Arab’s cof-
fin, covered in a wreath of flowers and draped in the green flag adopted by the 
regime since Gadhafi took over in a military coup in 1969, was carried through 
a throng of supporters, who chanted, “The people want revenge for the martyr” 
and “Revenge, revenge for you, Libya.” (The Washington Post)
Afghan air force pilot kills nine Americans 
A veteran Afghan air force pilot opened fire last week inside a NATO military 
base, killing eight U.S. service members and an American civilian contractor 
who had gathered for a morning meeting, Afghan and U.S. officials said. The 
shooting was the deadliest in a string of recent killings carried out by members 
of the Afghan security forces against their colleagues and coalition partners. 
In April alone, there have been four separate attacks inside NATO or Afghan 
military bases by Afghan servicemen or insurgents dressed like them. And in 
another major security breach, nearly 500 prisoners were freed from a heavily 
guarded jail when Taliban insurgents tunneled into it — a mission that Afghan 
officials believe occurred with the cooperation of prison guards. Fourteen 
Americans have been killed this month by members of the Afghan military. 
(The New York Times)
– AP images and information compiled by Michael Reiser.
The end of an era
Just like that infamous day almost a decade 
ago now, I will always remember where I was 
and what I was doing when I learned that 
Osama bin Laden had been killed. As I was 
watching hockey highlights, my roommate 
yelled to me, “We got bin Laden! People’s Fa-
cebook statuses are going crazy right now!”
I ran into the room, turned on the news, and 
watched NBC’s coverage of the announce-
ment that, and I saw that, yes indeed, we had 
finally taken care of bin Laden. Now the pretty 
unanimous feeling about the event was (and 
still is) a euphoric one, with college campuses 
erupting with choruses of “God Bless Ameri-
ca,” and politicians releasing statements about 
the great work of the U.S. Special Forces and 
the leadership of President Obama.
But for me, I didn’t immediately feel the 
need to burst into sudden rejoicing like the 
rest of the country over the death of the mas-
termind of  9/11, who had killed almost 3,000 
Americans on our own soil. To tell you the 
truth, I felt an almost somber feeling.
I think I felt like this because I did not un-
derstand what it meant right away. The man we 
killed over the weekend was not the same man 
he was almost 10 years ago, the one behind 
the attacks on 9/11. I’m not saying he some-
how was void of his responsibility for them 
anymore, but rather that his significance had 
certainly been lowered. Bin Laden may have 
been the figure head, the face of al-Qaeda, but 
he was not calling the shots of the terrorist 
network at the time of his death, nor had he 
been for nearly a year.
He was nothing more than a symbol when 
he was killed in his max-security compound 
in Pakistan. Terrorism did not suffer a heavy 
blow, it was nothing more than a moral victory 
for a nation that was wronged by him. But 
what is important, why this may be the biggest 
news story of the year, and perhaps even since 
9/11 or the Iraq War, is that his death marks 
the end of an era.
It seems like yesterday that Mr. Kerwin, 
my social studies teacher in grammar school, 
broke the news to our sixth grade class that our 
country had been attacked. It was the begin-
ning of the age of modern terrorism, the new 
terrifying global reality. Osama bin Laden had 
taken over the “most evil man in the world” 
title. Terms like “jihad” and “militant Islam” 
were thrown into everyday vocabulary, often 
misunderstood and causing much harm. It was 
an entirely foreign and frightening experience 
for Americans. 
What bin Laden’s death doesn’t signify is 
the avenging of those he killed. In fact I’m 
sure he felt that if he was killed, he would 
have felt even more glorified, more infamous, 
which is exactly what he would have wanted. 
Americans avenged the death of those 3,000 
people themselves by soldiering on after 9/11, 
and not giving in to the fear that he tried to 
instill in us. That was our revenge. 
What his death does signify is the end of 
the post-9/11 era. Terrorism is not new and 
foreign to us anymore. Just like the Red Scare 
faded into the past, the initial frightening blow 
of what bin Laden had accomplished is now 
done. That chapter of American history has 
been closed. May God bless America not for 
killing one evil man, but for what she has en-
dured for the past ten years, and that she shows 
the same bravery and resiliency in whatever 
the future holds.
Contact Michael Reiser
at mreiser12@jcu.edu
Pakistan angered by bin Laden mission
The Associated Press
Pakistan criticized the American raid that 
killed Osama bin Laden as an “unauthorized, 
unilateral action,” laying bare the strains 
the operation has put on an already rocky 
alliance.
U.S. legislators along with the leaders of 
Britain and France questioned how the Paki-
stani government could not have known the 
al-Qaida leader was living in a garrison town 
less than a two-hour drive from the capital 
and had apparently lived there for years.
“I find it hard to believe that the presence 
of a person or individual such as bin Laden 
in a large compound in a relatively small 
town [...] could go completely unnoticed,” 
French Foreign Minister Alain Juppe told 
reporters in Paris.
British Prime Minister David Cameron 
also demanded that Pakistani leaders explain 
how bin Laden had lived undetected in Ab-
bottabad. But in a nod to the complexities 
AP
Pakistanis in the coastal city of Karachi protest the U.S.’s “unauthorized unilateral 
action” in the killing of Osama bin Laden on Tuesday.
of dealing with a nuclear-armed, unstable 
country that is crucial to success in the war in 
Afghanistan, Cameron said having “a massive 
row” with Islamabad over the issue would not 
be in Britain’s interest.
White House spokesman Jay Carney told 
reporters Tuesday that the U.S. is committed 
to cooperating with Pakistan.
“We don’t know who if anybody in the 
government was aware that bin Laden or a 
high-value target was living in the compound. 
It’s logical to assume he had a supporting net-
work. What constituted that network remains 
to be seen,” Carney said.
“It’s a big country and a big government 
and we have to be very focused and careful 
about how we do this because it is an impor-
tant relationship.”
A day after U.S. commandos killed the 
al-Qaida leader following a 10-year manhunt, 
new details emerged Tuesday from Pakistan’s 
powerful intelligence agency and bin Laden’s 
neighbors in Abbottabad.
Residents said they sensed something 
was odd about the walled three-story house, 
even though bin Laden and his family rarely 
ventured outside and most neighbors were not 
aware that foreigners were living there.
“That house was obviously a suspicious 
one,” said Jahangir Khan, who was buying 
a newspaper in Abbottabad. “Either it was a 
complete failure of our intelligence agencies 
or they were involved in this affair.”
Neighbors said two men would routinely 
emerge from the compound to run errands or 
occasionally attend a neighborhood gathering, 
such as a funeral. Both men were tall, fair 
skinned and bearded.
“People were skeptical in this neighbor-
hood about this place and these guys,” said 
Mashood Khan, a 45-year-old farmer. “They 
used to gossip, say they were smugglers or 
drug dealers. People would complain that 
even with such a big house they didn’t invite 
the poor or distribute charity.”
U.S. officials have suggested Pakistani 
officials may have known where bin Laden 
was living and members of Congress have 
seized on those suspicions to call for the U.S. 
to consider cutting billions of aid to Pakistan 
if it turns out to be true.Western officials 
have long regarded Pakistani security forces 
with suspicion, especially when it comes to 
links with militants fighting in Afghanistan. 
Last year, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham 
Clinton publicly said she suspected that some 
members of Pakistan’s government knew 
where bin Laden was hiding.
However, within Pakistan criticism has 
been focused on the U.S. breaching the coun-
try’s sovereignty. The Obama administration 
has said it did not inform the Pakistanis in 
advance of the operation against bin Laden, 
for fear they would tip off the targets.
A strongly worded Pakistani government 
statement warned the U.S. not to launch 
similar operations in the future. It rejected 
suggestions that officials knew where bin 
Laden was.
Netanyahu criticizes Fatah-Hamas deal
As Palestinian political factions prepared Tuesday to formally sign a political 
reconciliation agreement in Cairo, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
called on the Palestinian Authority to pull out of the deal, saying it would 
jeopardize the already-stalled Middle East peace process. Meeting with Middle 
East Envoy Tony Blair in Jerusalem, Netanyahu called on Palestinian President 
Mahmoud Abbas to “immediately cancel the reconciliation deal with Hamas and 
choose the path of peace with Israel.” The Egyptian-brokered agreement, word 
of which was first announced last week, seeks to mend the political differences 
between the two largest Palestinian factions: Abbas’ party, the West Bank-
based Fatah and the Islamist group Hamas, which rules Gaza. “The agreement 
between Abu Mazen (Abbas) and Hamas is a hard blow to the peace process,” 
Netanyahu told Blair. (CNN)
REISER’S
EDGE
Michael Reiser
World News Editor
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Baseball gains momentum, wins six of last seven games
Molly Bealin
Staff Reporter
Softball goes 4-0 on the weekend
Zach Mentz
Sports Editor
Princes’ offense by only allowing 
five hits and striking out 11 batters 
in another seven inning effort to 
secure the 1-0 victory for JCU.
The following day, the Blue 
Streaks again hit the road to travel 
to Wilmington, Ohio to take on the 
host Quakers in another double-
header. The Blue Streaks proved to 
have no problem with the Quakers 
as they won both games convinc-
ingly, winning the first game by a 
score of 8-0 and the second game 
by a score of 12-5. 
In game one of the doubleheader, 
the Blue Streaks held a narrow 1-0 
lead through the first three innings 
of the ball game before the Blue 
Streaks’ bats began to warm up.
Freshman second baseman Sa-
mantha Becker cranked out a solo 
homerun in the fifth inning and a 
two-run homerun in the sixth inning 
to break the game open in the late 
innings. Freshman Ally Kleinhans 
also drove in two more runs in the 
sixth inning to contribute to the Blue 
Streaks’ lead. 
Danilov again pitched a gem 
Blue Streaks are climbing the OAC rankings with a conference record of 10-5
Senior Chris Larry scored one run in the doubleheader against the 
University of Mount Union and drove in four more to boot.
Photo courtesy of JCU Sports Information Dept.
The John Carroll University softball team celebrates after securing 
a share of the Ohio Athletic Conference regular season title. 
Photo courtesy of JCU Sports Information Dept.
The John Carroll University 
baseball team had a successful week 
finishing 4-2 with a split against 
Muskingum, a sweep against Cap-
ital, and a split against Mount 
Union. 
John Carroll’s first win came on 
Thursday, April 14, at Muskingum. 
In two games against the Fighting 
Muskies, senior Johnny Hastings 
drove in 13 RBIs, including a school 
record eight RBIs in one game. 
“My teammates put me in good 
situations to succeed and I just tried 
my best to do my job. I hold a school 
record like that with great pride and 
a great sense of accomplishment,” 
said Hastings.  
In game one, the Blue Streaks 
drew first blood, scoring five runs in 
the first inning. The home team bat-
tled back though to give themselves 
the 6-5 lead in the fourth inning. 
Two pairs of RBIs from seniors 
Tom Hickey and Chris Larry gave 
JCU a 9-7 lead entering the seventh 
inning. The Blue Streaks busted 
open the lead with a seven-run 
inning in the seventh. Sophomore 
Ryan Konsler started the rally 
with a solo homerun, followed 
by an RBI double by senior Brian 
Benander. The Fighting Muskies 
intentionally walked Hickey to 
pitch to Hastings, which they lived 
to regret after Hastings hit his first 
career grand slam. Larry capped it 
off with a solo home run to give the 
Streaks a 16-7 victory. 
Sophomore Patrick O’Brien 
pitched 3.1 innings of relief to earn 
his first collegiate victory, allowing 
one unearned run on three hits. 
In game two, JCU fought hard, 
but fell one run short in a 12-11 
defeat. 
JCU started out the game with 
a 5-1 lead, but Muskingum scored 
nine unanswered runs and ended up 
taking a 12-6 lead in the top of the 
ninth inning. 
In the ninth inning, the Blue 
Streaks used their rally caps to nar-
row the game to a score of 12-11. 
However, JCU fell one run short as 
the day came to a close.  
On Saturday, April 17, it took 
two comebacks for the Streaks to 
earn their sweep against Capital. 
JCU started out behind 6-0, but 
battled in the second inning. Konsler 
started the inning off with a solo 
homerun which ignited a four-run 
rally to make the score 6-5. Capital 
scored three runs in the third to take 
a 9-5 lead, but did not score again 
thanks to sophomore reliever Rob-
bie Bellusci. In the fourth inning, 
JCU collected three runs with the 
help of a two-run triple by freshman 
Jeremy Phelps. In the sixth inning, 
Veltri walked with bases loaded to 
tie the game 9-9. In the eighth in-
ning, Veltri hit a line drive and drove 
in Konsler from second for the game 
winning run. 
“It felt great, our pitchers were 
Team claims share of the OAC regular season title
The John Carroll University 
softball team took care of business 
this past weekend as they played 
four games in two days, sweeping 
Heidelberg College on Friday, April 
29 and then sweeping Wilmington 
College of Ohio the next day on 
Saturday, April 30. 
The Blue Streaks began their 
weekend in Tiffin, Ohio to take on 
the host Heidelberg College Student 
Princes. 
In game one of the doubleheader, 
the Blue Streaks jumped out to an 
early lead and never looked back. 
JCU scored two runs in the top of 
the first inning off of three errors 
by the Student Princes. The Blue 
Streaks added three more runs to the 
scoreboard in the top of the second 
inning behind the bats of junior Erin 
Riccardi, junior Olivia Mathews, 
and senior Angela Vistocco as all 
three drove in runs to give the visi-
tors the early 5-0 cushion. 
From there, junior pitcher Brit-
tany Danilov coasted through the 
game as she only allowed a total of 
six hits and one earned run while 
striking out nine batters in seven 
innings, wrapping up the 6-1 win 
for the Blue Streaks.
In game two, Danilov took the 
mound again for the Blue Streaks 
and luckily for JCU, she brought 
her best stuff. 
The game was scoreless after 
three innings until the Blue Streaks 
scored one run in the top of the 
fourth inning when Vistocco drove 
in Riccardi with a one-out single.
Nine times out of 10, one run 
is not enough to win you a game. 
However, Danilov buckled down 
and made sure that one run was 
enough as she shut down the Student 
for the Blue Streaks as she only al-
lowed two hits and no runs through 
six innings and ultimately helped to 
secure the 8-0 win.
In game two of the double-
header, freshman Trisha Pike took 
the mound for JCU and began the 
game by dominating the Quakers’ 
bats by shutting them out through 
four innings before allowing four 
runs in the fifth inning. 
It didn’t matter though as the 
Blue Streaks offense totaled for 13 
hits and 12 runs on the day, includ-
ing seven runs in the second inning. 
Seven errors by the Quakers also 
helped the Blue Streaks secure the 
win as they won the game by an 
impressive score of 12-5. 
With the win, the Blue Streaks 
improved their overall record to 
26-10 on the season, including a 
14-4 mark against Ohio Athletic 
Conference opponents. The Blue 
Streaks also claimed a share of the 
OAC regular season title with Ohio 
Northern University,  the same team 
the Blue Streaks defeated in the 
OAC Finals last season.
During the weekend of April 7-9, 
the John Carroll University men’s 
club volleyball team played in the 
largest gathering of club volleyball 
players in the world. 
The 2011 NCVF Collegiate Club 
Volleyball Championships took 
place in Houston, Texas inside the 
Astrodome, which is famous for be-
ing the world’s first domed stadium 
and being the first stadium ever to 
have a retractable roof. The astro-
dome played host to over 4,200 ath-
letes that played over 1,300 games 
on 47 courts that weekend. 
The Blue Streaks, as a team, flew 
into Houston, Texas on Wednesday 
April 6. Upon arriving in Houston, 
the team came to discover that of the 
180 men’s club volleyball teams that 
were present, they were from the 
second smallest school, enrollment 
wise. There were also a total of 156 
women’s club volleyball teams at 
the tournament.
Adding to the team’s tribula-
tions was the injury of the team’s 
captain and president, senior Der-
rick Dunn. 
“Despite injuries to our captain 
and president, Derrick Dunn, we 
played extremely well,” said junior 
Cory Gotowka, a member of the vol-
leyball team. “We made it further in 
the tournament [this year] than we 
have in the past.
John Carroll’s men’s club volley-
able to throw strikes early in at 
bats and we were able to back them 
up defensively. From an offensive 
standpoint, we were able to string 
together hits and produce big in-
nings,” said Veltri. 
JCU trailed in game two against 
Capital by an early score of 4-1, but 
battled back to claim the 7-4 win and 
the sweep of the Crusaders.
On Thursday April 21, JCU 
split a doubleheader against Mount 
Union to tie for third place in the 
Ohio Athletic Conference stand-
ings. 
JCU won the first game by a 
score of 10-3, but dropped game two 
to the Purple Raiders by a score of 
7-3.  
The Blue Streaks also defeated 
Case Western Reserve University 
(11-6) last Wednesday, April 27 and 
swept Wilmington College of Ohio 
(9-4, 6-0) in a doubleheader last 
Saturday, April 30 as well. 
The Blue Streaks have now 
won six of their last seven games 
and now have an overall record of 
16-15, including a 10-5 record in 
the OAC. 
ball team defeated club teams from 
the University of Maine, University 
of Tennessee, Towson University, 
and had a bye win which resulted 
in the team finishing second in 
the Silver division bracket. There 
were also teams from schools such 
as Penn State University, Stanford 
University, University of Colorado 
and the University of Florida, a 
school which has an enrollment 
nearly 20 times the size of JCU.
However, despite being the sec-
ond smallest school of any men’s 
club volleyabll team at the tourna-
ment, the Blue Streaks fought hard 
and under the leadership of Coach 
Caleb Sturrup, John Carroll came 
in ninth place out of the 28 teams 
in their division.  
Gotowka made it clear that he’s 
already looking forward to next 
year though.
“We are losing six seniors, so we 
are looking to recruit any athletes 
who are looking to have fun and 
add to our team next year,” said 
Gotowka.
Odell Brown
Staff Reporter
JCU men’s club volleyball 
competes in 180-team 
tournament in Houston
The Blue Streaks competed in the 
2011 National Collegiate Club 
Volleyball Championships.
Blue Streaks play at the Reliant Astrodome
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Sports
Five burning questions with ESPN’s Adam Schefter
Zach Mentz
Sports Editor
   About three weeks ago in early 
to mid April, I tweeted @Adam 
Schefter, who is one of ESPN’s NFL 
analysts, and basically asked if he 
would be willing to do an interview 
with The Carroll News. 
Luckily, he said yes and I was 
ecstatic to land the interview with 
him, as you could understand. With 
so many questions about not only 
this past weekend’s NFL Draft but 
also with the current state of the 
NFL, the ongoing lockout and more, 
I had plenty of questions on my 
mind to ask him.
The following is the transcript 
of the five questions I asked Adam 
Schefter.
The Carroll News: Recapping 
the NFL Draft from this past week-
end, which teams do you think had 
the best drafts and why?
Adam Schefter: Well, I’ll tell 
you Zach, these things are very diffi-
cult to judge. So many times, people 
say, “Oh the San Francisco 49ers 
did great with Alex Smith as the 
number one pick” and “the Green 
Bay Packers, they got a quarterback 
that’s not even going to help them 
in Aaron Rodgers” and they try to 
reflect on the draft now rather than 
looking at it in a few years. So, it’s 
always very difficult to judge and 
grade drafts right after it’s over. 
We think of the big name players, 
you recognize guys like Adrian 
Clayborne and Da’Quan Bowers, 
but we have no idea whether or not 
some player from some small school 
is going to become a huge star for 
some team. How do we know that 
Muhammad Wilkerson is not going 
to be a star for the New York Jets? 
So we’re just guessing basically 
on name recognition value. Saying 
that, with that warning, knowing 
that we’ll have to wait a couple of 
years, I really like what the Broncos 
did, I like what the Cardinals did, 
I liked what the Buccaneers did, I 
liked what the Browns did, the Ra-
vens, the Packers, the Steelers etc. 
You can always count on the teams 
with the good front offices and good 
scouting to come through in these 
types of situations and they almost 
always do. Sometimes they have off 
years every now and then, but by in 
large, over time they’ll have more 
good years than bad years.
CN: Late last week, there were 
reports that NFL Free Agency could 
begin as early as today (May 2). 
Can you briefly explain why Free 
Agency was barred from starting 
today?
AS: Basically the U.S. Circuit 
Court issued a temporary stay on Fri-
day night during the second round of 
the draft that said the league lockout 
continues, that league business does 
not have to start right now. A lot of 
people thought that that temporary 
stay would not be granted, it was 
granted, and now there are rumors 
again of a more permanent stay later 
this week. If they uphold the stay 
later this week, we will not have free 
agency until at least June or July, if 
then. If they basically block the stay, 
then they’ll take down the lockout 
and we’ll have free agency as early 
as this week. So, again, it’s another 
big week in the court system. I think 
people don’t care, they just want to 
know whether or not there is going 
to be football and the answer right 
now is: we don’t know. Is there 
going to be off-season this week? 
We’re waiting to hear and we should 
have an answer ready on  Thursday 
[Today, May 5] I’m told.
CN: With the NFL currently in 
the middle of a lockout, do you think 
that the current state of the NFL 
played a role in Thursday night’s 
draft ratings that were lower than 
usual?
AS: Without a question. I mean, 
I think people are so annoyed by 
what’s going on between both 
sides and there’s a poor taste in 
people’s mouths. Now, hardcore 
football fans – they’re still tuning 
in, they still want to get every last 
bit of information on the draft and 
see how all the picks go. I mean, 
that’s how I am, I still love it. But, 
I do think some people are thinking 
“You know what, there’s a lockout, 
there’s no football right now, they 
don’t care about us, we’re not going 
to care about them” and I think that’s 
directly related to the fact that the 
ratings dropped some, yes.
CN: There have been players 
that have called out Roger Goodell 
for how he has handled this whole 
lockout situation. Notably, [Ravens] 
veteran Derrick Mason even re-
ferred to Goodell as “a joke.” What 
was your initial reaction to Derrick 
Mason calling Goodell “a joke”? 
What did you think about that?
AS: Well, that’s a strong com-
ment to make about somebody. You 
know, there are people that I don’t 
like that I wouldn’t call “a joke” 
publicly. I just think that there’s 
more tact that should be exercised at 
certain points. You have to be smart 
about these things. Look, there are a 
lot of bitter and angry feelings right 
now between both sides. There are 
people on the NFL side that think 
people on the NFLPA side are a joke 
and there are people on the NFLPA 
side that think that people on the 
NFL side are a joke. But, both sides 
are better off keeping those feelings 
to themselves and letting this pro-
cess play itself out. You know what, 
they can go call people “a joke” all 
they want, but during a time like this 
where tensions are high it doesn’t 
serve anybody well to do that.
CN: Being as close to the situa-
tion day in and day out and know-
ing the information that you do, if 
you had to give a percentage, what 
would you say the chances are that 
we have an NFL season this fall?
AS: I want to believe that logic 
will prevail, that there’s so much 
money at stake that people will fig-
ure this out and I do believe that will 
be the case. But I will say I’m not 
convinced that that will be the case 
and there are still some significant 
hurdles that have to be overcome, 
most notably trying to work out a 
deal, and we have to hear from the 
legal system and the U.S. Circuit 
before we know any actual answers 
and can give specific percentages. 
I will say I’d like to think and do 
believe that they’ll work it out, but 
as I said, I’m not convinced that 
they will.
ESPN NFL Analyst Adam Schefter believes that we will have an 
NFL season come this fall. 
Blue Streaks weekend round-up: April 29 - May 1
Track and field teams compete at Mount Union, men’s tennis shuts out Wilmington
Men’s tennis
The John Carroll University 
men’s tennis team ended their regu-
lar season with a dominating 9-0 
win over the visiting Wilmington 
College of Ohio Quakers on Satur-
day, April 30. 
“Everyone has been playing 
singles really well which is helping 
us get these wins,” said freshman 
Sean Graham, who won his singles 
match (6-0, 6-1) and his doubles 
match with redshirt freshman Mat-
thieu Menard (8-0). 
With the win, the Blue Streaks 
head into the OAC Tournament 
with seven consecutive wins and an 
overall record of 11-6, including a 
7-1 record of OAC play. 
Editors Note: The men’s tennis 
team competed in the first round 
of the Ohio Athletic Conference 
tournament this past Tuesday, May 
3. The second-seeded Blue Streaks 
made quick work of the opposing 
seventh seeded Capital Crusaders, 
winning the match by a score of 5-0. 
JCU now will play the winner of a 
match-up between the third-seeded 
Otterbein Cardinals or the sixth-
seeded Heidelberg Student Princes 
at 4:30 p.m. on Friday, May 6 at 
the Lindner Family Tennis Center 
in Mason, Ohio. 
Women’s tennis
The John Carroll University 
women’s tennis team traveled to 
Wilmington, Ohio to take on the 
host Wilmington College of Ohio 
Quakers. The Blue Streaks secured 
the win, their fifth in a row, by a 
score of 8-1. 
The win secures the third seed in 
the OAC tournament and the Blue 
Streaks finish the regular season 
with an overall record of 8-10 and a 
6-2 record in conference play.
Men’s track and field
The John Carroll University 
Zach Mentz
Sports Editor
men’s track and field team competed 
in the Ohio Athletic Conference 
Championships this past weekend 
and despite finishing in ninth place 
out of 10 teams, the Blue Streaks 
gained some valuable experience 
and competed well. 
The event, which took place in 
Alliance, Ohio at the University 
of Mount Union at Mount Union 
Stadium, took place on both Friday, 
April 29 and Saturday, April 30. 
Highlighting the event for the Blue 
Streaks were seniors David Hickey 
and Bryan Wideman and sophomore 
Jake Smith, who all tied for the 
best finish of a Blue Streak on the 
weekend. 
Hickey finished third in the 400 
meter hurdles with a time of 55.14 
and even earned All-Conference 
as well. 
S m i t h  c o m p e t e d  i n  t h e 
10,000-meter run and ended up 
finishing in third place with a time 
of 32:10.73. His time was also good 
enough to qualify for the USA Ju-
nior Outdoor Track & Field Cham-
pionships as well. Wideman finished 
in third place in the same event in 
which he earned All-Conference, 
the long jump, where he posted a 
mark of 6.77 meters. 
The Blue Streaks finished with a 
total of 37 points on the weekend.
Women’s track and field
The John Carroll University 
women’s track and field team also 
competed in the OAC Champion-
ships this past weekend and they 
had an identical finish to the men’s 
team as they also finished in ninth 
place out of 10 teams.
Of the 26 total team points that 
the Blue Streaks racked up on the 
weekend, six of the points were 
claimed by the quartet freshman 
Nicki Bohrer, Gab Kreuz, Anna 
Busta and junior Andrea Brown in 
the distance relay event. 
The four of them combined to 
finish third in the event, clocking in 
with an impressive time of 9:36.88, 
a mark good enough to earn All-
OAC status.
Freshman Rachael Greuber 
competed in the 10,000-meter run 
and finished with a time of 40:23.20, 
good enough for seventh place in 
the event.
Like the men’s team, the wom-
en’s track and field will use experi-
ence gained from the OAC Cham-
pionships in the upcoming Rocket 
Invitational which takes place in 
Toledo, Ohio on Friday, May 6 at 
the University of Toledo. 
Freshman Sean Graham won both his singles match and his 
doubles match with teammate Mathieu Menard. 
Photo courtesy of JCU Sports Information Dept.
Photo courtesy of ESPN.com
DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY!
(valid only at our two locations)
 
   
   Catering Any Occasion...
   Cookie, Pastry & Bagel Trays
   Breakfast
   Lunch
   Dinner
Delivery to JCU on orders $75 or more.  No delivery fee!
 
 Panera Bread / Dellarco Enterprises     
 Shaker Plaza
 20060 Van Aken Blvd.
 Shaker Heights, OH 44122
 Ph: 216.751.3566
Panera Bread / Dellarco Enterprises
Points East Plaza
7357 Mentor Ave.
Mentor OH 44060
Ph: 440.975.902
2 medium 1-topping pizzas 
$11.99
Large pizza with up to 
3 toppings $10.00
We deliver till 2 a.m. 7 days a week!
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A lot of these columns over the years are your cliché senior 
columns, urging underclassmen to make the most of their days 
because the college years go by so fast – and they do. You only 
get eight semesters (on paper) to live the college experience, 
and those spring semesters seem a minute long. You come back 
after Christmas for a few weeks, get a week for Spring Break, 
a few more weeks or classes before a well-deserved week off 
for Easter, come back to take your finals and go home. So 
college goes by fast, and I urge you to have fun. 
That’s all from me on that.
The crazy thing, looking back, is that it all goes by so fast 
and yet so much changes. The Tavern of Friends on Cedar 
and Lee went from a hole-in-the-wall bar to a vacant spot 
overnight. The Inn Between went from a great steal with the 
“late night swipe” to a not-so-good bargain today. Aside from 
dealing with those changes, we all (hopefully) changed a little 
bit ourselves.
Four years ago, people in my class left home – most for 
the first time – and couldn’t wait to be on their own with all 
the freedom in the world. Now many want to sacrifice that 
freedom to move back in with mom and dad to save a few 
bucks. We realize that family is important, a sign that we’ve 
probably matured a bit here during our four years.
Many of us miss the comforts of home – the simple things 
like non-alcoholic beverages being in the fridge and being 
able to shower in warm water without using sandals. People 
from Buffalo miss Mighty Taco and those from the Keystone 
State might enjoy returning to a place where people give two 
cents about hockey. It’s the simple things in life.
Unfortunately, most of us will have to give up the “luxu-
ries” we enjoyed in college like your day starting at noon and 
it being not only acceptable, but expected, to eat Guy’s Pizza 
at 3 a.m. on a Friday morning.
So again things are changing.
And they’ll continue to change throughout our life, and 
that’s just the nature of the beast. Our John Carroll education 
will help us, undoubtedly, but I’m one that would argue I 
learned much more about myself and how to deal with people 
than anything I ever did in a textbook. 
Internships were important, taking what I learned in class 
and actually applying it. That will, I hope, go a long way in 
the “real world.” The experience of dealing with people – in 
networking and relationships – will prove to be invaluable. 
Most importantly, I learned a lot about accountability. Mom 
and dad weren’t there to look over my shoulder anymore, so I 
had to see that the paper got done, even if it meant not going 
to Coventry on a Thursday night. Getting involved in extra-
curriculars left me – and thousands of others students – with 
a lot to do and not a lot of time to do it. We had adapt on the 
fly often, as things were always changing.
Things will continue to change in the not-so-distant future 
– and they’ll be much bigger changes than Quinn’s closing or 
the Inn Between getting rid of late night swipes, things our 
class had to deal with. But thanks to these four years, we all 
should be ready for whatever life throws at us.
Things will change, and we’ll be ready
Tim Ertle
Former Sports Editor
Sean Webster
Former World News Editor
Bob Seeholzer
Former Editor in Chief
Former Managing Editor
Former Editorial & Op/Ed Editor
Former Diversions Editor
Former Features Editor
Former Copy Editor
See you at graduation
Although I’ve been writing columns for the past two 
years, I still find it just as challenging as ever to write 
one. I’ll probably always feel intimidated when staring at 
a blank page. Writing has always been a grueling process 
for me, and finding a mere 500ish words to call my own 
each week often felt like an insurmountable task. 
In a way, writing – at least for me – is much like put-
ting together a puzzle. Every sentence, every word has its 
place. With this kind of approach, the “backspace” button 
on my keyboard has been well worn in, and the majority of 
the pages in my notebooks consist of barely decipherable 
paragraphs marked with slashes and arrows that make it 
look more like a football playbook than anything else.
But for as difficult as it has always been, when I eventu-
ally do finish – which is often hours or even days after I’ve 
begun – the finished product is a great source of pride for 
me. It is always a rewarding experience when one sees his 
own thoughts in print, for the words are like an extension 
of himself. In fact, just as the process of writing hasn’t 
gotten any easier, seeing my finished work hasn’t gotten 
any less satisfying since the first time I saw my column 
in the newspaper. 
Writing a column also opens up one to judgment. It of-
fers people a glimpse into one’s mind, and challenges the 
writer to see if he can persuade others to view the world 
as he views it. A good columnist, after all, does not tell 
people how to look at the world, but rather shows people 
how it looks through his eyes. This challenge is one that 
I have found impossible to ignore. It’s what drove me 
to start writing for The Carroll News, and it’s what will 
continue to drive me to express my opinions – however 
welcomed – after I graduate.
As a writer, my goal was never to be confrontational, 
only true to my conscience. However, I assumed that not 
everyone would agree with me, and always looked forward 
to receiving letters to the editor from those who had an op-
posing view. During my two years as editor of the World 
News section, I received three letters and several emails, 
and I appreciated every single one.
Overall, however, I was disappointed by the lack of 
feedback I received. It seems as though many students at 
this campus have lost the motivation to stand up for what 
they believe in, and I even question whether many students 
here stand for anything at all. 
What’s even more a shame is that so many students 
graduate from this university without ever having taken 
the opportunity to write something simply for their own 
pleasure. So many of you spend your four years here and 
write nothing more than the papers your professors as-
sign you.
So for those of you that still have time left at JCU, I 
challenge you to write something for yourself next year 
– just one thing – and try to get it published. Whether it’s 
The Carroll News, The Carroll Review or some other 
publication, do it for yourself and yourself alone.
After taking about a month-long hiatus from my three-plus 
years changing the game when it came to writing columns, I’ve 
decided that poems are more my style.
But after writing poems for my creative writing class I’ve 
decided that poems aren’t my style either. So, what I’ve decided 
to do is simply give a shout out to all of the people I’m looking 
forward to seeing at graduation.
Firstly, to all my fans. Without you I’m just the most awesome 
person here instead of the most awesome person here with a bunch 
of fans. I’ll see you at graduation.
To anyone I’ve taken a class with over the last four years, 
sorry I didn’t see you in class. I was tired, it was early, things 
happen. Don’t worry though, because we get another chance to 
be together. I’ll see you at graduation.
To my professors, thanks for understanding (kind of) why I 
wasn’t always awake, or even there really. I’ll see you at gradu-
ation.
To the people I got stuck behind while walking to class because 
they were texting. C U @ graduation.
To those who were offended by anything I’ve put in the paper, 
thanks for reading The CN. I’ll see you at graduation.
To those that are still upset about things that I wrote, I’ll see 
you at grudge-uation (that was a play on words, I figure if you’re 
still upset then you probably don’t pick up on my writing style 
very well so I had to explain that one for you).
To the kind souls I’ve been bumming guest swipes off of for 
the last month, you’re the reason I haven’t starved to death. Yes, 
my ribs are still showing, but your contribution is greatly appreci-
ated. I’ll see you at graduation.
To the cafeteria, for somehow always knowing when I’d be 
using those guest swipes and knowing not to put out French fries. 
French fries are my favorite. I’ll see you at graduation … and 
then never again after that.
To the people reading this online at jcunews.com, I won’t see 
you at graduation. Not because I won’t be there but because you 
probably won’t.
To the dude that lived four doors down from me in Murphy 
Hall freshman year, I’ll see you, and your mom, at graduation.
To any Taco Bell employee that gets their hands on this, I’d 
like to commend your hours of operation. I’m guessing I won’t 
see you at graduation, though.
To all the people (yes, all of you) who have helped me with the 
not-for-class projects I’ve spent the majority of my time working 
on instead of homework, thanks. I’ll see you at graduation.
To my pending bachelor’s degree, I’ve heard a lot about you. 
Apparently you’re pretty high maintenance, but worth it. I’ll see 
you at graduation.
And finally, to David Hickey, sorry I never got around to writ-
ing about how overrated you are. But hey, it’s not like everyone 
didn’t know that already. I’ll see you at graduation.
David Hickey
Former Cartoonist
Hi, my name is David Hickey. You may know me as a two sport athlete, 
you might know me because I’m in some of your classes, some of you 
may know me as the random good looking fellow who shows up in the 
cafeteria about twice a semester, some of you may know me as the only 
kid on campus who can pull off a mohawk, or maybe I asked you if 
you’ve ever heard of the game Starcraft. However, I’m sure most of 
you know me because I am the cartoonist for the most popular section of The Carroll News: Name That 
Toon. Now I know what you might be thinking –  “Wow, he is so good at drawing!” 
Well let me tell you something. I am. I spend hours every week creating a masterpiece for your 
enjoyment. And you know what I get in return? I get about 37 texts every Thursday asking me to tell 
you what the tune in Name That Toon is. 
You make me sick.
Writing for you
I enjoyed writing Diversions,
Though it lasted just one year.
Thinking of you reading them,
To my eye, brings a tear.
Puzzles, jumbles, connect the dots.
These are those which compose my thoughts.
Where men claim future as their focus,
This Day in History, there were locusts.
Now I plan on graduating.
My next job, not so fun.
For here I leave my poetry,
To Carroll, my only one.
Nick Hermez
Former Diversions Editor
A poem for your thoughts Don’t take it for granted
Sage advice (and other stuff) from The CN’s experienced seniors
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The Carroll News
Chris Wenzler bleeds blue and gold
Person of the Year
Most John Carroll students look to The Carroll News to find 
out how their friends and classmates did on the field or court. 
The CN, however, gets that information from JCU’s Sports 
Information Department (SID), and for the last 20 years, the 
man running the show has been Chris Wenzler.
Wenzler graduated from JCU in 1990 and faced the all 
too familiar struggle of searching for jobs all summer with-
out much luck. He had spent three years working with the 
department while he was an undergraduate here and it paid 
off when the former director of sports information called him 
and told him she had accepted a position at the University of 
Illinois. She told him he should apply and she would give him 
a recommendation.
“I interviewed in early September, and about two weeks 
later I started. My first day was Sept. 15, 1990.”
That attention to detail has been one of the leading reasons 
why Wenzler has been able to add to what the SID does.
“We try to incorporate something new every year, that way 
things don’t get stagnant,” he said.
While some people like working with the tried and true 
methods, Wenzler has been very receptive to new technolo-
gies. In the last year their website, jcusports.com, has been 
revamped. The website was launched in the late 1990s, but 
during the 2007-2008 school year they hired a company 
named Internet Consulting Services that took care of most of 
the “heavy lifting.” Every three years ICS offers a re-up for 
their clients, so this year Wenzler had them make the site look 
a bit more modern.
“We wanted to make the site more dynamic, with the rosters 
and the live stats. Also, we made it a little more consistent as 
far as the University logo and what not.”
This year SID has invested in a Flip Cam which they use 
to put together highlights and videos of teams that otherwise 
don’t get much recognition. They also use USTREAM to get 
JCU’s games out there for people to see.
“We don’t have a TV deal like an Ohio State, so we have 
to find another way. Rather than have to compete with everyone, 
we just decided to do our own thing.
“I’m proud of the fact that we’re one of the first schools at this 
level to really provide their own media, and now other schools are 
jumping on the bandwagon. It’s a way for us to bring everyone 
else along, the parents from Chicago who can’t make the trip in 
the winter months to the grandparents down in Florida.”
He said that the Flip Cam allows them to cover some of the 
teams that don’t normally get much media coverage. He plans on 
taking it to tennis matches, golf tournaments, and cross country 
meets among other events.
“We want to give the athletes the recognition they deserve 
and as much exposure as possible, especially the stuff that it’s 
not easy to broadcast from.”
He said the constant changes are driven by the fact that he’s 
never satisfied.
“You always look for ways to do your job better,” Wenzler 
said.
Wenzler has done a lot with the SID, but he will be the first 
to tell you that he couldn’t have done it alone. He employs work 
study students that help do everything from taking pictures and 
stats at competitions to broadcasting the games over the Internet 
or on WJCU.
“I don’t survive without the students. They’re my lifeline, 
without them I can’t fulfill my vision.”
It’s a position that’s grown over the years. When he started 
he only had three students that worked in the department, now 
he has 27. Being a mentor to these kids has been one of his 
greatest joys. 
“It’s a blessing to be in the mentor role. I’ve had over 140 
students come through here and I still talk to a lot of them.”
He’s not just a sports guy though, this summer Wenzler will 
be going on his fourth immersion trip to Jamaica in the last five 
years.
“It’s been a nice situation, for 10 days I get to be the person 
I wish I could be. No obligations, responsibilities, phone or 
e-mail. You’re able to focus on the children that you’re down 
there to help.”
He added that through the immersion trips he has been able 
to meet students that he wouldn’t have met otherwise.
In his time here as an undergraduate, he met his wife whom 
he’s been married to for 18 years. She actually served as his 
first football play-by-play typist. Wenzler also served as editor 
in chief for The Carroll News and was on staff when The CN 
first started using computers.
“That was a rough transition,” he said.
When asked if he has any advice for students he said they 
should get involved in something.
“The college experience is made so much better by being 
a part of something. And you can’t really complain if you’re 
not involved.”
Bob Seeholzer
The Carroll News
Chris Wenzler has been Sports Information Director 
since 1990, the same year that he graduated from 
John Carroll University.
Photo by Bob Seeholzer
The Carroll News Awards 2010-2011
The Boler Lab Award
for the place most likely to find a business major
Panini’s
The Four Loko Award
for the most dangerous combo
Bob Seeholzer and Sean Webster
The Waka Flocka Flame Award
for going the hardest in the paint
Lee Jennings
The Osama bin Laden Award
for the thing it’s about time we took down
Bohannon
The Charlie Sheen Award
for biggest winner
JCU Softball
The Senioritis Award
for most likely to not care
The Class of 2011
The Royal Wedding Award
for the most overhyped event
Crom
The Spring Concert Award
for the best free performance
The Carroll News
The Terry Jones Award
for doing stupid stuff just to get attention
Dan Loster
The Greg Jennings Award
for the person who put the team on his back
DaQuan Grobsmith
The Class on St. Patrick’s Day Award
for lacking attendance
Relay For Life
The Japan Award
for the place most likely to flood
The Kappa Delta floor
The Michael Scott Award
for the person we’ll miss the most
The Rev. H. Paul Kim
The Rebecca Black Award
for the most annoying thing
Problems with printers
The Bruce Banner/Incredible Hulk Award
for the thing that became greener
Temporary Lot/Hamlin Quad
m
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Word Jumble
Unscramble the jumbles to form words. Now unjumble the circled 
letters to form a word described by the clue.
Helpful 
Tips
Things to do on Cinco de 
Mayo:
- Eat all your meals at Taco Bell
- Go sombrero shopping
- Brush up on your Español
- If it rains, wear a poncho
- Heed all “Cuidado piso mojado” 
signs
- Have fun
  -compiled by Bob Seeholzer
Word Search
Guess this week’s word search theme 
and YOU can pick next week’s!  
Answer:
Name:
E-mail:
?
Last week:  The answer to the Math problem:
 -sqrt(13)
NLAGR
ITTNNE
AROLV
STRCASE
CLUE:  What Lebron used to be.
Answer here:
Last Week: PRISM, COUSIN, JUDO, GRAPH, SUNCHIPS
Know Your Math
AWARDS   BACCALAUREATE CAP
COMMENCEMENT DEGREE   GOWN
PODIUM   TASSEL
How many four digit 
palindromatic numbers 
exist between 1,111 and 
8,765?
23
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The following picture relates to a popular song. The first person to submit the correct 
answer will get his/her name and picture in the next CN! Just fill in your guess along 
with your name and e-mail then drop off your submission at the CN office to win!
Name That Toon!
What the toon 
doesn’t say about 
the tune:
“Last night I let the party 
get the best of me.”
Artist/title: _____________
 Name: ___________________
 E-mail: __________________
The first five people to submit a correct sudoku solution will 
be mentioned in next year’s first CN!
Sudoku
Super ToughMediumEasy
Last Issue’s Winner
Nick Hermez
Last issue’s Toon: 
“Blow”
by Ke$ha
Photo by David Hickey
Looking for a place to 
advertise?
Look no further than 
The Carroll News 
Please e-mail us at 
carrollnewsads@gmail.com
Like us on Facebook 
at:
The Carroll News
Follow us on Twitter!  
@TheCarrollNews 
John Carroll 
Graduation 
Party
6pm at the Claddagh Irish Pub 
In Legacy Village 
May 22nd, 2011 
Join us on our patio to celebrate: 
Live Entertainment
Free Appetizers*
Drink Specials
Congratulations John Carroll Grads!  
*free appetizers are limited and will be distributed by Claddagh. Supplies are limited. 
25389 Cedar Road    Legacy Village   216-691-0534     www.claddaghirishpubs.com 
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HIT& miss
Hit: Osama bin Laden is killed by U.S. Navy SEALs 
still missing: Other important terrorists miss: Action by Paki-
stan after bin Laden being in their country Hit: Relay for Life 
missing: Nice weather miss: Shin-Soo Choo gets arrested for 
DUI Hit: He played Tuesday night 
miss: Mexican coal mine explosion kills three and traps 
eleven Hit/miss: Cleveland Indians win again miss: Bob 
Windle, career counselor, is leaving JCU Hit: Geoffrey Mutai 
of Kenya runs under world-record time at the Boston Mara-
thon miss: The 26.2 mile Boston course is not certified so the 
record doesn’t count Hit: The Royal Wedding missing:  More 
Middleton sisters Hit/miss: The last week of school miss: 
Mississippi River flooding Hit: General Carter Ham at John 
Carroll miss: This is the last issue of The Carroll News this 
semester
“
NOTABLE QUOTABLE
Business Manager
Jeff Sigmund
Peter Davis
The Carroll News is published 
weekly by the students of John 
Carroll University.  
The opinions expressed in editorials 
and cartoons are those of The 
Carroll News editorial staff and not 
necessarily those of the University’s 
administration, faculty or students. 
Signed material and comics are 
solely the view of the author.
The Carroll News
S E R V I N G  J C U  S I N C E  1 9 2 5
Editor in Chief
EMILY GAFFNEY
egaffney12@jcu.edu
Managing Editor
Jennifer Holton
Adviser
Robert T. Noll
Photo Adviser
Alan Stephenson, Ph. D  
John Carroll University
20700 North Park Blvd.
University Heights, OH 44118
Newsroom: 216.397.1711
Advertising: 216.397.4398
Fax: 216.397.1729
e-mail: jcunews@gmail.com
To contact the Carroll News:
“
-President Barack Obama after announcing the death of 
Osama bin Laden
Photo Editor
Taylor Horen
“Tonight, we are once again reminded that America can do whatever 
we set our mind to whatever it is. That is the story of our history. Whether 
it is  the pursuit of prosperity for our people, or the struggle for equality 
for all our citizens, our commitment to stand up for our values abroad and 
our sacrifices to make the world a better place. Let us remember that we 
can do these things not just because of wealth or power, but because of 
who we are.” 
e-mail your hits & misses to jcunews@gmail.com
Editorial
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Editorial & Op/Ed Editors 
Kaitlin Gill
Nick Wojtasik
For years, John Carroll University talked about renovating 
and upgrading Kulas Auditorium, a one-time gymnasium 
that was put into temporary use as an auditorium. Now comes 
word that the roof is damaged and needs repair.
We think this is time to proceed with a new renovation. 
Renovating Kulas Auditorium has been put off for too 
long.
The student body would benefit from the renovation. 
Multiple student groups utilize the stage and auditorium. 
However, making these renovations would be costly.
Having a nice, new auditorium would reflect well on the 
University. It could be put to better use by students and the 
community, bringing in more money, so JCU would finan-
cially benefit. On the other hand, JCU isn’t well-known for 
its theater arts program, so even with a new auditorium, 
it’s not guaranteed to be put to more use and bring in more 
money. Renovations could bring in more students interested 
in theater arts, thus promoting and benefiting the program.
With a renovated auditorium, JCU would be viewed as a 
place that is more up-to-date and technologically advanced. 
The Dolan Donahue Auditorium is newly built and techno-
logically advanced, so renovations made to Kulas Audito-
rium would raise it to an equally high standard. 
Though it would be a significant expense to renovate 
Kulas Auditorium, it is time for an upgrade. It is a project 
that has been on the “back burner” for too long.
  Kulas Auditorium in need of renovation
Too many events in the same day
On April 30th, Murphy Formal, Relay for Life and Culti-
vating Community Day were all scheduled to take place. 
We feel that having multiple events occur on the same 
day is not beneficial for the student body and the rest of the 
JCU community.
Having many events scheduled on campus gives students 
many opportunities to participate in various activities. More 
events cater to different interests of students. 
Unfortunately, too many events happening at the same 
time forces students to choose in what they want to partici-
pate. Though someone might want to be involved in many 
different activities, they are not able to  fulfill their desires 
if many programs are happening at the same time.
The many opportunities that students have because of all 
these events shows that John Carroll has a very active cam-
pus. It shows that the University community is concerned 
with many important issues.
However, being too active in too many things only spreads 
the influence too thin. The impact that events like Relay 
for Life could have is lessened by not having the strength 
in numbers that they would have if it were the only event 
on a given day. 
We suggest that different campus groups work more 
closely with each other to schedule events on individual days 
or at different times on the days they are scheduled. Doing 
this will enable students to participate in all of the activities 
they want to. It will also allow activism or fund rasing events 
to have more attendees and thus, be more effective. 
Editorial
Op/Ed
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Wonderword
What does hypocathexis mean?
“Having extreme faith in 
multiple religions.”
“To be overly groomed.” “The opposite of
hypercathexis.”
Hypocathexis: Abnormal absence of desire for an object. 
Nick Wojtasik
Editorial & Op/Ed Editor
www.jcunews.com
Contact Nick Wojtasik at 
nwojtasik13@jcu.edu
John Bugaj,
freshman
Melissa Mirka,
freshman
Sean Webster,
senior
During and  for years after finals 
week, the evaluations of instructors 
are exposed to the world. I find it 
only fair that student evaluations 
of test be released to the JCU com-
munity once and for all.
We’ve all been there, 12 a.m. on 
the night before a test, fretting over 
how much there is to study or the 
difficulty one is having learning it. 
Similar emotions are evoked in con-
texts outside of academia, namely, 
life. It is normal to be anxious when 
one is about to face a difficult task. 
There is the possibility of failure 
and that is scary. But how many 
real life tests have you not lived 
through? Since you’re reading this, 
I’m guessing the answer is zero. 
From the beginning of our lives 
in this educational system, we are 
bred for perfection. We need to 
memorize nearly every detail of 
every topic we encounter. Certainly, 
this is necessary for professions in 
the medical field. But, in subjects 
of the liberal arts, that are supposed 
to study the products of human life 
(not really for a reason essential for 
the preservation of human life), stu-
dents are penalized for something 
integral to human life: being wrong. 
We are told that the way to be suc-
cessful is to never make mistakes. 
This idea makes most of us do all 
we can to be perfect. 
If you look around at the people 
of the world, from the business 
people, to the intellectuals to the 
impoverished, you’ll notice some-
thing interesting. It is often the most 
perfect people, those with Ph.D.s, 
photographic memories, and 4.0s, 
that have the most skewed views 
of reality. The people that seem to 
have the most wisdom are usually 
those who have made the most mis-
takes, no matter their educational 
background.
Being a Catholic university, our 
policies and missions are influenced 
by the teachings of the Church and 
its scholars. The well-respected St. 
Augustine is noted as having said, 
“Fallor ergo sum,” meaning, “I 
err therefore I am.” I concede that 
Augustine was a little wrong about 
some things, like the whole “sex is 
sinful” idea. But, his thoughts on 
being wrong are pretty insightful 
and express the essence of what it 
means to be human. Our superiors 
often treat us as if all minds have 
the potential to be perfect. Except, 
they’re wrong. All minds only have 
the potential to be human and to 
improve their humanity. 
Self-improvement is what we 
should be evaluated on because, 
let’s face it, we aren’t all good at 
every subject or skill. Yet, we are 
judged  according to the same 
standard as those who are talented 
in certain subjects or are just good 
at school. There is no allowance 
for individuality. The only solu-
tion, providing we stick with the 
same general education system, is 
to be evaluated on our own personal 
progress, whether it be improve-
ment in critical, writing, or other 
skills. 
Despite the number of people 
who share these views with me, we 
keep doing things the way we have 
for too long. The reason? Most are 
too lazy to have to evaluate on a 
subjective basis and society seems 
to want to breed an elitist popula-
tion with the similar talents, all the 
while suppressing creativity. It is 
dehumanizing and ignorant.
So now you’re dead. You’ve 
worked all of your life striving for 
perfection but in the end you’ve 
failed life, the largest test. Except 
now you’re in the most perfect state 
Test this
Contact Brian Bayer at 
bbayer13@jcu.edu
The Bayer Necessities: Friends with benefits
Brian Bayer
Campus Editor
The word friendship derives 
from two words – friend, meaning 
a person who decides that it is a fun 
idea to post incriminating pictures 
of you and them doing illicit activi-
ties while intoxicated on Facebook; 
and ship, meaning an old wooden 
boat. So logically, friendship is just 
a bunch of people hanging out on 
boats doing crazy stuff. 
But it’s much more than that. 
And now that the Class of 2011 is 
graduating, I am really starting to 
appreciate friendship on a whole 
new level. 
As much as I’d love to recognize 
all of my friends who have made 
an impact on me, I just don’t have 
the space on the page to list all of 
them. 
So instead, I would like to dedi-
cate this week to recognizing the 
many benefits of true friendships.
The foremost benefit of friend-
ship is companionship. It’s a crazy 
world, but having someone there 
to go through it with you is always 
comforting. 
There is a common misconcep-
tion that a good friend will help 
you make the right choice. False. 
A good friend will help you make 
the fun choice. Sometimes the right 
choice is boring. You can always 
ask your academic advisor what the 
right choice is. 
But your friends are the ones 
who should be telling you that 
sometimes it’s okay to just let go 
and see where you land. That’s how 
we’re meant to live our lives. That’s 
how new things get discovered. And 
sometimes that’s how you end up 
wondering if you’ll be in the Cam-
pus Crime Log next Thursday when 
The Carroll News comes out. See 
page two. Either way, what a great 
story for the next morning.
Friends are also the people who 
won’t stab you in the back, but 
when necessary, they aren’t afraid 
to stab you in the front. It might 
hurt at first, but in the end, you’re 
better for it. Nobody is perfect, but 
a good friend will remind you how 
awesome you are most of the time, 
and let you know that you’re not so 
awesome when you decide it would 
be funny to make a “That’s what she 
said” joke during your CLC group’s 
reflection and prayer time.
One of the best parts of friend-
ship is that there always seems to be 
someone just for you. All you need 
to do is look in the right place.
Are you the absurdly intelligent, 
somewhat nerdy, but ultimately lov-
able type? Guess what—the whole 
third floor of Campion is dedicated 
to people like you. 
Maybe you’re not so smart, but 
in place of your brains you have 
biceps. There is no short supply of 
jocks, even at our little D3 school. 
Of course, not all jocks lack this 
mental strength. And for you, we 
have cross country. 
Are you a rambunctious fresh-
man who is just trying to find your 
way through university life by 
vandalizing property and hiding in 
secret compartments beneath your 
bed? That’s what Murphy is for. 
Embrace the squalor while it lasts.
And if you’re anywhere between 
these types of people, I’m sure 
you’ve found your own group of 
quirky people that you know only 
you can love. And that’s just part of 
what makes friendship great.
For me, my friends are every-
thing. When I went on Manresa 
several weeks ago, I learned what 
love is. Turns out, I can honestly 
say that I love my friends.
They are the ones I laugh with, 
cry with, fight with and love. I 
would be greedy to ask for too 
much more.
So with that in mind, as they say 
in “The Hangover,” go and find your 
best friend, and give them a best 
friend hug (if his name happens to 
be Doug, even better).
So to all of the seniors who are 
graduating and have shared these 
experiences with me, thank you. 
And to all of the incoming freshmen 
who might be reading this, want to 
be my friend?
License to Gill: 
Kaitlin Gill
Editorial & Op/Ed Editor
Embrace 
diversity
With John Carroll University 
being a prestigious Jesuit Catholic 
University, you wouldn’t think 
there would be much faith diversity. 
Coming from years of Catholic 
school background, I wasn’t re-
ally immersed in a community 
with different faiths and religions 
before becoming a part of the JCU 
community.
Though our campus seems to 
predominantly practice Catholic 
and Jesuit tradition, our commu-
nity is filled with different faith 
practices. It is incredible that with 
various faith backgrounds, students 
at JCU have seemed to form such 
a closely connected community. I 
think it’s great that students at our 
university can put such differences 
aside to come together and make our 
environment a better place.
There are many great aspects 
about JCU, but one of the most 
significant is the acceptance of other 
students from different faith back-
grounds. This is more than religious 
tolerance or simply religious rec-
ognition; it is religious acceptance 
and religious compliance. We have 
faith leadership groups on campus 
in which students of different faiths 
come together to talk about both 
their similarities and differences, 
and acknowledge how they can 
live and work together each day 
to make our campus a better place 
for everyone involved in the JCU 
community.
Diversity is not always easy to 
accept. It challenges us to some-
times travel beyond our comfort 
zone, which can be one of the most 
difficult things to do. It can be so 
easy to get caught up in our own 
customs and traditions—many 
times because that is what we are 
most comfortable with. However, 
it is important to recognize that 
through the faith diversity on cam-
pus, we have been presented with an 
opportunity to learn from others.
As “men and women serving 
others,” various opportunities come 
up in students’ lives in which we 
have a chance to help others who 
come from different backgrounds 
than ourselves—many times, dif-
ferent faith backgrounds.
Attending a university with faith 
diversity is a positive experience. 
Sometimes a college campus can 
be the first occasion to be a part of a 
community with people of different 
faiths. Religious acceptance and ac-
ceptance of other faith backgrounds 
is an important lesson to learn. Col-
lege can be such an influential time 
in a person’s life, so this seems to 
be an essential time to experience 
this acceptance.
I feel fortunate to be experienc-
ing this acceptance at this time in 
my life. I feel even more fortunate 
that I have the opportunity to share 
my thoughts on this subject in a 
column in the campus newspaper. 
I want our JCU community to read 
and recognize this aspect of faith 
diversity, because it can be an as-
pect of our lives that can be easy 
to look past.
I have found that the key to 
learning to accept others, even in the 
most differing circumstances, is to 
remember that we all have common 
ground. We all bleed red. We all ex-
perience the same basic emotions—
we all seek love, success, happiness 
and a sense of companionship. We 
all endure similar experiences and 
can relate in some way as to the ef-
fects they have on us.
Our university witnessed this 
firsthand in the fall of 2009 when 
our campus suffered two student 
deaths. At that point, it didn’t mat-
ter what faith background we were 
from, or what religious traditions we 
practice. All that mattered was we 
were experiencing the same pain, 
and sensing the same emotions.
This is the beauty of accepting 
faith diversity. We all share common 
interest and emotion. The students 
at JCU are lucky to be immersed 
in a community in which we are 
encouraged to recognize this.
Contact Kaitlin Gill at 
kgill13@jcu.edu
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The Carroll News reserves the right to edit letters for length and to reject letters if they are libelous or do not conform to 
standards of good taste. All letters received become the property of The Carroll News. Anonymous letters will not be pub-
lished. Letters to the editor must not exceed 500 words and must be submitted to jcunews@gmail.com by 5 p.m. on Sunday.
Graciously Gaffney: 
Emily Gaffney
Editor in Chief
Contact Jennifer Holton at 
jholton12@jcu.edu
The Bayer Necessities: 
Wishful thinking 
could become 
a reality!
Contact Emily Gaffney at 
egaffney12@jcu.edu
The Op/Ed Top Ten:
-Compiled by Nick Wojtasik and Kaitlin Gill
The Jenn is mightier
Best qualities in a friend
YourVIEW
  Sign of sincerity
Dr. George Bilgere 
Department of English
John Carroll University
Letters to the Editor
I have a problem with the banner 
that has been hung on the old Bo-
hannon Science Center. The banner 
reads, “Farewell, Bohannon Center. 
Thanks for your Service.” It’s a 
very attractive banner, I will agree. 
My issue with it is this: although 
the banner is addressed directly to 
the Bohannon Center, it is literally 
ON the Bohannon Center, so close 
that the Center cannot possibly see 
it. Furthermore, even if the Center 
could see the banner, from the 
Center’s perspective it would be 
backwards and hence unreadable. 
1. Hotness
2. Political views
3. Wealth
4. Intelligence
5. Wardrobe
6. Resourcefulness
7. Religion
8. Criminal background
9. Age
10. Personality 
The Bayer Necessities: Friends with benefits
Summer vacation fun
This seems problematic to me. I 
suggest that at a relatively small ad-
ditional cost the banner be removed 
and then installed in some kind of 
frame on the quad so that before it 
is demolished the Bohannon Center 
can actually see and appreciate this 
heartfelt gesture of thanks on behalf 
of the Carroll community.
Jennifer Holton
Managing Editor
You know how children have 
that one movie that as a child, they 
watch over and over again? For me, 
that movie was “A Little Princess.” 
I loved how Sara Crewe went almost 
literally from rags to riches. (In her 
case, from riches to rags then back 
to riches).  At the end of the film, my 
mother and I would sing the song 
together as little Sara, dressed in a 
beautifully embroidered pea coat, 
leaves the boarding school with her 
father’s horse-drawn carriage. 
What a life. 
Unfortunately, the closest I think 
I will ever come to that lifestyle will 
be watching “A Little Princess” 
or playing the board game “Pretty 
Pretty Princess” and making my 
brother crown me as Princess Jen-
nifer, much like I had him do when 
we were youngsters.  At the time, the 
cheap, grey plastic crown with adhe-
sive plastic jewels was my idealistic 
take on being a real-life princess. 
Seventeen years later, I’m waking 
up at 4 a.m. on a Friday morning 
to watch all of the coverage in its 
entirety of Prince William and Kate 
Middleton’s “Royal Wedding.” And 
I’m pretty certain that my friend and 
I watching it weren’t the only two 
girls during those three hours want-
ing to switch lives with Kate. All 
of the coverage of the “Royal Wed-
ding” got me thinking; if a girl could 
dream at age six, why not now?
While most of you reading this 
(especially if you’re a male) may 
be rolling your eyes at the imprac-
ticality of my “wishful” thinking, 
I can offer two pieces of empirical 
evidence that prove how dreaming 
big may just be a feasible plan. 
After watching the live coverage, 
the coverage in re-runs on news 
stations, and almost every special 
that ran throughout the weekend of 
the wedding, I came to learn a lot 
about the newly-titled Duchess of 
Cambridge, Ms. Kate Middleton. 
One of these was a CNN special 
entitled “The Women Who Would 
Be Queen.” In this CNN special, 
I learned that before Diana had 
married Prince Charles, she was, 
much like many young women at 
that time, infatuated with Charles 
and the enchanting aura that came 
with being a part of the royal fam-
ily. Diana’s bedroom was filled with 
pictures of the prince and his royal 
family. However, Diana came from 
a much more prominent family than 
Kate, and it is evident that she had 
more of a chance in becoming a 
part of it all by marrying Charles in 
an arranged marriage. Middleton, a 
commoner, didn’t have that advan-
tage, but oddly enough, much like 
Prince William’s late-mother Prin-
cess Diana, the documentary stated 
that Middleton would hang pictures 
of Prince William in her dorm room 
at boarding school. It was a bit of an 
incentive to attend Scotland’s Uni-
versity of St. Andrews after learning 
the prince was enrolling as well. 
So if these two women dreamed 
about it and idolized the royal 
family, why shouldn’t we be able 
to as well? After groggily sitting 
down in my first class on Friday, a 
male friend laughed at the fact that 
I had woken up that early to watch 
a wedding, and he made a point to 
tell me I was fantasizing for nothing. 
“There’s still Prince Harry!” I told 
him, but he firmly noted that Harry 
“would never marry a Yank” and 
that even if I were to marry Prince 
Harry, I’d be “betraying my own 
country.” Still, like many other girls, 
I’ll keep the dream going, because 
who knows, I could end up meet-
ing a guy at a prestigious graduate 
school who ends up being a prince. 
It worked for Kate Middleton, so 
why not?
A girl can dream!
Geronimo
Poula Hanna
Class of 2011
John Carroll University
A group of elite soldiers, who 
will forever remain unknown, have 
brought justice and comfort to many 
around the world. 
 These unselfish and noble indi-
viduals have put their lives at risk in 
order to bring to justice the man who 
has committed some of the most 
dreadful and violent acts against the 
United States and the world. 
 Acting on intelligence received a 
couple years ago, a team of Ameri-
cans carried out an operation in 
which the main objective was to kill 
or capture the most wanted man in 
the world, Osama bin Laden.  After 
a firefight that lasted approximately 
40 minutes, bin Laden was dead.
 The news of bin Laden’s death 
was welcomed by the European 
Union, NATO, and the United Na-
tions.
 For many years Osama bin 
Laden has killed thousands of in-
nocent individuals and destroyed 
the lives of many more.  
Finally, due to the heroic efforts 
of our intelligence community, the 
men and women of the military, 
and the boldness of our president, 
Osama bin Laden has been brought 
to justice.
 For almost 10 years many have 
waited, longed, and hoped to see this 
day. Mothers, fathers, daughters and 
wives have all cried out for justice, 
and they finally received it.  
 While bin Laden’s death will not 
bring those loved ones back, it will 
certainly provide some comfort to 
the families and friends of those vic-
tims who lost their lives due to the 
radical beliefs of this individual.
 Most of us will never forget the 
day we heard the tragic news of 
9/11.  Likewise, we will never forget 
the day justice was served.
 No matter where one stands 
within regards to the war on terror, 
it is our duty as American citizens 
to appreciate those who answer the 
call when their country calls upon 
them. 
 It is our duty to remember the 
sacrifices that are being made on our 
behalf by those in uniform. Their 
sacrifices have kept us free and 
safe, and have protected us from 
our enemies who wish to harm our 
great nation.
 I humbly take this opportunity to 
thank all the unknown soldiers who 
have brought justice and comfort 
to many and to those who work 
tirelessly to keep America safe, 
so that we can live the “American 
dream.”
  I have a few countdowns hap-
pening simultaneously at the mo-
ment. I have one day left of class. 
There are three days until my birth-
day. There is one week of exams, 
which translates into one week until 
summer break. There are 48 days 
until summer officially begins, and 
hopefully fewer than that until the 
summer weather arrives.
However, there is one count-
down above all else I am excited 
about. That is the 36 days that stands 
between me and the beach.
Obviously I’m excited about 
traveling down to the Outerbanks, 
North Carolina just because of the 
simple fact that I will be in the Out-
erbanks with (hopefully) sunshine, 
warm weather and the beach. It 
will be a fun, relaxing week and I 
will have absolutely no work to do. 
This is my perfect kind of summer 
vacation.
Vacations, in and of themselves, 
are fun. It’s a change of scenery, 
a chance to escape the drudge of 
school and work; an escape from 
your everyday life for a week. 
Maybe you go somewhere brand 
new, or somewhere exotic, or just 
somewhere different. Maybe you go 
by yourself, or with a few friends, 
or a big group.
Although there are other cities I 
love more, the trip to the Outerbanks 
is my absolute favorite vacation. 
I go every other year with family 
and when it’s an Outerbanks year 
it’s something I look forward to 
months in advance. It’s what gets 
me through the long, cold, dreary 
Cleveland winter.   
The best part of this trip is that 
my entire family goes and we’ll 
all be staying in one house for a 
week. 
And I’m not talking about mom, 
dad and brother when I say my 
entire family will be going. I mean 
my entire family. This includes 
my dad’s six brothers and sisters, 
spouses, their kids and my grand-
mother. 
In total there will probably be 
34 people. That is 34 people in one 
house for an entire week.
This may seem crazy. It is indeed 
crazy, but it’s also the best part of the 
trip. It’s what makes it my favorite 
vacation. 
It’s hard to describe the chaos 
and fun to be had on our family va-
cations unless you know my family. 
When we’re together we’re loud and 
funny and ridiculous. 
There’s almost a 100 percent 
chance at least one of my aunts will 
dance through the house singing at 
least once, and almost as great a 
chance that all several will do so. 
It’s likely that an intensely com-
petitive game of water volleyball 
will ensue and it’s almost guaran-
teed that someone will end up get-
ting hit in the face with the ball. 
At least one person will fall 
asleep in a common area and em-
barrassing pictures will absolutely 
be taken of them. 
Chances are someone will end 
up sunburned and they will be made 
fun of. That person is usually me, 
but I’m hoping someone else gets 
that honor this year. 
The point is this trip is a family 
tradition. The location and number 
of travelers has changed, but it has 
always been my favorite summer 
vacation and always lends itself to 
a slew of great memories.
CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent Classified ads cost $5.00 for 
the first 10 words and $0.25 
for each additional word. 
To be placed, ads must be 
typed or handwritten clearly 
and legibly and sent to or 
dropped off at The Carroll 
News office with payment.
 
Classified ads will not be run 
without pre-payment. 
Classifieds will not be taken 
over the phone. Deadline 
for classifieds is noon of the 
Monday prior to publica-
tion.
For Ad Rates and 
Information:
Mail us at: The Carroll 
News 
John Carroll Univ. 20700 
N. Park Blvd.
University Hts, OH 44118
carrollnewsads@gmail.
com
Federal Law bans dis-
crimination by race, sex, 
religion, color, national 
origin, family status and 
handicap in all Ohio rental 
property.  The Carroll 
News will not knowingly 
accept advertising in vio-
lation of this law.  As a 
consequence, The Car-
roll News will not accept 
rental ads that stipulate the 
gender of the tenants.
5 recently renovated, two 
family homes on Warrensville 
Center Rd. near JCU. Very 
clean, well maintained, 3 bed-
rooms on each floor. Large 
rooms, air conditioning, 
hardwood flooring, 2 car ga-
rage. All appliances included. 
Available June 1st 2011. Hur-
ry the good ones go quick! 
Call Mike Jr. (440)336-4254 
or Mike Sr. (440) 724-6654 
e-mail: sas423@roadrunner.
com
For Rent. Have your own 
dorm! 2 and 4 Bedroom suites 
ready for move in, $650 and 
$950 per month. Close to ev-
erything, call for details  440-
897-7881 or 440-655-2048
University Hts / South Eu-
clid----Great 4-5-6 Bedroom 
houses available with plenty 
of parking, newer appliances, 
washers and dryers, AC, and 
bars.  Only a few blocks and 
within walking distance from 
campus! DON’T WAIT, ACT 
FAST! Leases to begin in 
June 2011. Call Anthony with 
questions or to see a house at 
(216) 374-7164
Great house for rent starting 
June 2011 till May 2012. 5 
bedrooms 2 Full Baths 1800 
Sqft 2 miles from campus. 
sellersna@gmail.com or 216-
469-4402
2 family house for Rent Walk-
ing distance to JCU. Excel-
lent condition. Each unit has 
2 bedrooms, 1 bath, AC and 
separate washer and dryer 
for each unit. Snow removal 
and lawn care included. Call 
Bryan 216-870-1886
4 bedroom home for rent 
for next school season Our 
specialty is renting to JCU 
students! All appliances, spa-
cious, newly renovated, 1 
mile form campus. Call us 
now! Michael 330-388-7798
Two Bedroom unit in two-
family house for rent for next 
school year (available June). 
Large rooms-plenty of storage. 
Modern amenities, air condi-
tioning, free washer/dryer use. 
Located on Warrensville-two 
blocks from JCU. Profession-
ally managed!!! Owned by 
JCU alum. call 216-292-3727
Charming 3BR/1.5 Baths 
on Bromley Road. Available 
June 1. Den, 2 car garage, 
washer/dryer appliances A/C 
and partially finished base-
ment included. 216-255-3071
HOUSE FOR RENT 1359 
Richmond Road In Lyndhurst. 
Four bedrooms, 2-car garage, 
very quiet. $1400/month. If 
interested: 216.691.9529
Single Family Home for Rent 
on Wyncote Rd near Cedar 
and Belvoir, 4 bedrooms, 1.5 
bath, AC, appliances, finished 
basement. $1200 /month Call 
239-233-5770. 
House For Rent We special-
ize our business around JCU 
students! 4 bedroom, close 
to campus, all appliances in-
cluded. Available:  June 1, 
2011 call Michael 330 388 
7798 Or e-mail at Membres-
cia@fnaohio.com
Nice 2 family house on 
Warrensville. Walking dis-
tance. All appl. 2 finished rec-
reational rooms in basement, 
and a lot more. Best rates! 
Don’t miss out. 216-401-7755
Walk to JCU. 5 bedrooms. 
Modern house $2000. Avail-
able June. 216-965-9060 srs-
mallx@yahoo.com 
House for rent starting June 
2011 till May 2012. 5 bed-
rooms 2 Full Baths 1800 Sqft 
2 miles from campus. $1100 
per month sellersna@gmail.
com or 216-469-4402
2BR/1BA plus sunroom, Du-
plex (2nd flr unit) along Cedar 
Rd (10 min walk from JCU), 
with washer, dryer, stove 
and ref, carpeted.  $700+one 
month deposit. Tenant pays 
electric+gas.  Call Rollie at 
(216)233-5795
3 bedroom, 2 full bath single 
family house for rent, $1050 
monthly. Central air, hardwood 
floors. Cedar near Belvoir. 
Available June 1. SOMSIGN-
GUY@AOL.COM or 216 536-
7136
Help Wanted
Babysitter needed. 7:30 to 9am 
in Shaker Heights. Help get 2 
boys (10 and 12) off to school. 
Pack lunches, help with break-
fast. $12/hr, paid weekly. To start 
ASAP. Call 216-215-3833.
6 person Warrensville Duplex 
for rent. Walking distance 
to school. Hardwood floors, 
updated appliances, finished 
basement with party room. 
Best location/price off cam-
pus. call 704.560.5274
5 star!!! 2 Family Houses 
on Warrensville and Mead-
owbrook-8 minute walk to 
campus. Each suite has 3 
bedrooms, living and dining 
room, kitchen, 2baths, central 
air, alarm system and all appli-
ances including dishwasher. 
call 440.821.6415
4 BEDROOM HOUSE
2 BATHROOMS Close to 
campus Professionally man-
aged Wireless internet in-
cluded Michael 330-388 7798 
membrescia@fnaohio.com
Beat the rush!! 3 or 4 bedroom 
single family colonial home, 
large living room with wood 
burning fireplace, modern 
kitchen with eating space, dish 
washer, electric stove with 
hood, refrigerator and ceramic 
tile floor.  Dinning room with 
built in china cabinet and patio 
door to concrete patio.  Mod-
ern bathroom with enclosed 
tub and shower, vanity, linen 
closet, and ceramic tile floor, 
washer and dryer, wall to wall 
carpet through out, two car ga-
rage, fenced yard, walking dis-
tance to JCU. 3941 Washing-
ton Blvd. University Heights ( 
by city hall ) available June 1, 
2011 call 440- 526-1723 home 
216-276-3583 cell.   
For Rent. 2 family house low-
er level for rent. 2 bedrooms, 
patio & enclosed rec. room. 1 
car garage. All appliances in-
cluded. Washer/dryer call Tim 
at 216-212-9025
GREAT HOUSE FOR RENT.  
4/5 bedroom, 2.5 bath, very 
roomy, great location less than 
1 mi from JCU, plenty of park-
ing, nice yard, clean, updated, 
owned by JCU alum.  All ap-
pliances.  Available June 2011.  
Contact jmbernot@aol.com 
or 440-336-2929 for info/tour.  
Facebook… ‘Bernot College 
House Rentals’
2 bedroom unit.  Close to 
John Carroll annex.  Kitchen 
appliances, as well as washer/
dryer included.  Large rooms 
& closets, garage parking. 
Within walking distance to 
shopping.  Available  June 
$750/mo  440-542-0232
Close to campus, 3 bedroom 
unit. Kitchen appliances as 
well as washer/dryer includ-
ed, central air, large rooms 
and closets, garage parking. 
FREE WI-FI.  Available June 
$1050/mo  440-542-0232
One-2 bedroom and one 4 
bedroom duplex for rent on 
Warrensville call curt 216-
337-7796
Large 5 bdrm, 1.5 bath home 
for $1500/mo.  Located on 
Barrington Rd. near JCU.  This 
charming house is like new! 
Freshly painted, hard wood 
floors, new furnace and A/C 
with 2 car garage and big back-
yard as well.  Contact Todd at 
216.255-3071
6 person duplex for rent; on 
Warrensville near Meadow-
brook. 6 full bedrooms with 
a finished basement. $295 per 
person. Contact ginabio@
hotmail.com
For rent/sale for JCU students, 
CLEAN, 3BD, 1.5Ba, Single 
Family Home, Appl. with 
washer + dryer. 2 car garage, 
deck, front porch, clean, 1 mile 
to JCU $885/month 330-666-
7529 Joe
SIX BEDROOMS TWO FAM-
ILY HOME avail. June 1, 2011
3 bedrooms per floor 1 1/2 
bathrooms per floor kitchen 
with appliances central air 
basement with w/d hook-up 
large rec. room 2 car garage 5 
min. from school call Mike at 
216-831-5949
4/5 BEDROOM, 2.5 BATH-
ROOM HOUSE FOR RENT. 
Located near Cedar and Bel-
voir.  Large, comfortable liv-
ing room and big bedrooms. 
Finished basement.  3 sea-
son room and secluded yard. 
Cable TV & wireless internet 
in all rooms.  All appliances. 
Available June, 2011.  $1300/
mo.  440-336-2929
Walk to Campus-- new to 
market, 2 blocks from school. 
Fresh & clean.  Won’t last 
long. Call 216-235-9795.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTU-
NITY If you are interested in 
working with special children, 
our family has a part-time, long-
term employment opportunity 
available. Sarah, our intelligent 
and engaging thirteen-year-old 
daughter, has cerebral palsy and 
is hearing impaired.  We are 
looking for someone who can 
productively occupy her while 
mom and dad attend to everyday 
tasks.   We are offering $24 per 
hour for the first hour worked 
per day and $12 per hour there 
after.  $17 per hour over week-
ends and some holidays, after 
60 days.  Our Shaker Heights 
home is located near JCU.   Re-
quirements include: Having the 
objective of securing a job for 
at least 13 months. Having full 
ownership of and full access to 
a car. Being available during 
most of the summer of 2011 
for between 16 and 36 hours 
per week, including at least six 
hours over most weekends.Be-
ing available during most of 
the next school year for at least 
one day per week between 3:00 
p.m. and 7:00 p.m and one day 
over most weekends for at least 
five hours. For consideration, 
please contact Ben and Teri 
Chmielewski at 216-577-0114. 
E-mail: benchmielewski@how-
ardhanna.com
House For Rent * Available 
June 1, 2011 * 4398 Baintree, 
10 min walk from JCU.  3 bed-
rooms plus den, 1.5 bathrooms, 
2 car garage, finished basement, 
central heat and A/C, washer 
and dryer.  Call 216-469-4761 
or email starteamrealty@gmail.
com
The Mayfield Sandridge Club 
Grounds Department is seeking 
dependable, hard working indi-
viduals who enjoy working in an 
outdoor environment. Job duties 
may include but are not limited 
to mowing greens, tees, fairways 
and rough. 40 hours a week and 
uniforms are provided. Please 
apply in person at The Mayfield 
Country Club Department,  1545 
Sheridan Road South Euclid. For 
directions call 440-226-9052 or 
440-226-9051.
Walk to JCU. 5 bedroom. Avail-
able June. $1800. srsmallx@
yahoo.com 216-965-9060.
House for rent, 3 bdrm. great 
condition. Hardwood floors. 
Air. Parking. Available June 
1st $1050. water included. Call 
Victor 216-536-7136
